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Forty-two Male Seniors in a Technical High School.
APPROVED BY MEMBERS

Gtli'dPin~ti, Chairman

Lewis H. Curtis

The study examined the relationships between subjects' degree of
alienation and descriptions of their behaviors.

The subjects were 42

male, senior students at Benson Polytechnic High School who attended
one of two required social science classes.

Benson High School is an

all male, technical high school which admits students from all parts
of the City of Portland, Oregon.

Alienation was defined as a syndrome

of feelings consisting of apathy, distrust, pessimism, cynicism, and
emotional distance.

The degree of subjects' alienation, as defined,

was measured by the Multiple Alienation Measure devised by Dr. Laurence
J. Gould.

Subjects' were thereby divided into three alienation groups;

high alienation, moderate

alienat~on,

and low alienation.

School

personnel described subjects' behaviors by selection of descriptions
from a questionnaire.

Two counselors described subjects' engagement in
/

2

extra-curricular activities in terms of (1) whether they were inactive,
(2) active in sports or other extra-curricular activities only, or
(3) active in both sports and other extra-curricular activities.

Two

teachers described subjects' involvement in their social science
classes in terms of (1) whether they did well in assigned work and
did extra work, (2) did well in assigned work only, (3) or did not
do well in assigned work.

The vice-principal described the conduct

of subjects in terms of whether they were (1) well behaved, (2) had
problems that were handled in the classroom, (3) had probems for
which they were sent to the office and, perhaps, suspended once, or
(4) had problems for which they had been suspended more than once.
A positive relationship was found between the degree of alienation
and the degree of conduct problems as described by the vice-principal.
This relationship was significant at the .05 level by a chi-square test.
No relationships were found between the degree of alienation and extracurricular activities and behavior in social science classes.

However,

the alienated were described by teachers as either unmotivated or very
motivated students.

A tendency for the alienated to be described by

the extreme statements concerning activities also appeared.
The findings of the study were interpreted by a theory developed
in the introduction and in the concluding chapter of the thesis.

The

theory presented the alienation process as an interaction of the individual and his social world in which difficulties in the formation of
identity result in a tension expressed by the feelings measured as
alienation by the Multiple Alienation Measure.

The tension gives rise

to intense and, often extreme attempts to explore the social world in

3

order to establish identity, or to a lapse into apathy.

The greater

conduct problems of the highly alienated was seen as a result of
the intense activity of the search for identity.

The highly alienated

subjects' tendency to be either very good or poor students was seen as
an intense, and therefore, extreme drive to resolve alienation tension
by embracing the student role or by rejecting it.
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CHAP'rER I

INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Recognition of the exist::::n.ce of proce.sse~~ of alienation has be.en
a.

part of man's efforts to explain and understand

sinc.e the beginning of .written history.

hims~lf

The story of Adam and Eve

(Gensis Cn. 3) is an account of alienation.

had sin:1ed, were separated from their world.

Adam and Eve, because they

Since they f c.lt shame

for their s:i..n, they were also separated within themselves.
no

longe~r

and his affairs

They could

accept themselves as harmonious, whole. beings at one with

paradise and God..

They had acquired kno,,.;ledge., and they were concle.mnE:d

to livli:: by their own 2ffo:rts:> that is, by th:2i.r autmwmy, fr, another
world that r,;•as relatively tarren and insensitive to their needs,.

to the fall of Admn an.d Eve,

then~

Applied

the word uvalie.nation" would mean a

state in which one is cut off from his world and separated within hi:n·-

self through shame.

This

·wriu~r

beH.eves that a sense cf the possi.billty

of alieriatim1 has been part of Christianity for many

centuries~

The

med:i.f:.val Ca.t1vJ1tc Church,. becav.se it was able to draw men t0gether in.

corporate l:l:ving, or to al1...:.:nat8 them from th2 corporate, re.ligious
conllilunity, had gree.t power in ::Lts use. of

exco~mt1rdcat:Lon ..

A sens2 of alienation has also been part of the struggle of
phi1osopb::'.rG to understand man and his affairs.
pess:fod.s ti.ea.lly,

:c:atio1L.

vie:;;,;rf~d

For e:xa1ap1.e, Hegel 1

alien at ion a.s an ::Lnevi table outcome of . soc:taJ.j_-

He !:elt that socic:l:Lzation must detach men from their own

2
natures an d t h e

~·;ror

1
""'
r,i..)
pa 20·,
..~).
1 a.· o.f na.1..u.re
1

0•"'..... t'riP
hand ..., Soren
.·;;;. other
•

· 1 · egaar·~
- ": . . _ (2 .,.. p .142), a.lthou:zh
..., he was influenced bv.J Hegel, invisioned
K.. 1er.t(
a state of existence in vihich. a man could be intimately connected with

his world, yet live subj ecthrely, through his passions~ and at one
wi.th his ow-n. nature.

However, Kierkegaard (3, pp .146-154) recognized

and emphaslzed the individual's experience of alienation as an inner
despair.,

He ·wrote of what he called the "despair at not willings to be

one-··selfn which he called a nsickness unto death."

there a.re no hopes for life or c1eath.

In this sickness!

Kierkegaard's views suggest that

the individual can lose hope in the possibility thatt through ·:::xpress-

ing what he i.s, he can ltve a life that is congruent .with his world..
This wr:tter feels that Hegel and

Kie~k,~gar:xd

are important in a:1y

nation out of the realm of mysticism by demonstrating that alienati0n
is a function of the re.la.tionship between the individual. and h:Ls e.nvi-

ronmenL

Alienation, considered as a function of the relationship

between the i.ndi.vidual and his environment t car.. be. conceptual:i.zed as

some state of the individual,. some state of the environment., or as the
entire procesG of action a::i.d reaction between tbe two.

The. modern. sciences have qf ten relied on the i.ntu.iti.mrn of reli.-gicu
the.

a~1d phih~r~c1phy
intu:~t:lons

in thz. projection of t.h.:;ory .an.d have of ten confirmed

of th:;; past.

The. tu.sk of science. 1.n to produce theories

concerning such concepts as alienation and to define parts of the concept in such a. "<;•iCJY that: those parts can be enpi. r::.tcall.y measurt"!d.

Measurement, in turn can confinn or cast doubts upon the theory.
l :!. t::::.:.. ~:ure

.;.;......! .:..~ .':..:...~ ... a..:,,

Judg-

3
"t;n~iter

that the authors of definitions of alienation ha.ve riot reached

a state of agreement that can enable them to communicate clearly with
one another in the secure knowledge that they are using the terre
alienation in the same sense.

Keniston

(!~,

p~389)

attributed this 1.s.ck

of agreement to the fact that the term alienation, amb:i.guous to begin

wlth, has becorr..e a fashionable concept and, therefcrei. has been emptied
of specific meaninge

Kentston felt it nect-:!ssary to rerJind his readers

that he was using the term according· to his o'Wn peculiar meaning.

He

seemed to accept most definitions of alienation as legitmate. within the
context of their use.

Apparently, he accepted the terra alienation as

ref erring to the whole process of alienation tak:tng place in the rela-'
ti0nship between the individual and his environment.

Pcrh&ps the dual focus of

~licnation ~s

taking pl.ace. between the j.11dh-:-:Ldual

anc.~

a

~0~cept

0£ a pzocsss

his er.virorrment,. with the r..·:fmy

aspects implied, has been partially the cause. of the great profushm of
definitions.

Alienation a.s a process impB.es an agent that tends to

cause feelings ·within the individual to be. felt toward
someone f!lse.

or

This multiple-faceted process can allow many i:nte1:pre-

tat::I.ons when u.sed to develop
behavior~

somr~thing

social-psychologi~al

theories of human

r•efin::Ltions ha-ve varied according to whether the social

ccnditior;.s, the innE:r states of indivi.du.als, or the process of alifm-

a..tion, or so~ne combinations of facets of these hs.ve been. the focuses of

the particular anther.
Since no one specific definition of al:i.cnat:io:a has become widely

accepted as the sole definition, each empirical study of some facet of

4
ord.er to place its own definition in perspective with concepts of a.l:Lenation that have been used either in theory development or in other
empirical studies o

In order to place the def irdtion used in this study

into a perspective ·with the literature on the subject, the literature

reviewed was divided into two parts.

Fir.st, there were thos•2 authors

who emphasize the social fore es involved in . the ai.ienation process.
Second, were those authors and researchers who stress the pa.rt of the

individual 1.n the process.

The latter group were divided i.nto two

sub-groups. according to whether the authors view alienation· as a syndrome of feelings and atti.tudes, or'whetlier they include in their
defin.ition parts of the process taking place outside of the individual..
Th~

development of the definition of ali.enatio:i used by Gould (5, pp.

in its relationship to the literature reviewed and its advantages to

this study.

Also, some concepts that have been associated with alien-

ation are discussede

I

c

ALIENATION AND SOCIETY

The time and space l:imit:ations o:E this study have made. it nec.cs·-

sary to limit the: number· of authors re"',d.ewed.

Among the authors who

have viewed. alienatiotl from a soci.etal perspec.t:i.ves the names of Harx

and :Froni-n1 appear most oftf:!ll in the li.te.ratu.re.
rec·ent and comprehensive

wor~

Keniston has done

mon·~

ancll) v.t present, appt:-:.ars to be the leading

author on thi?.. subject of alienation.

Following the work of Hegel,, it remain,;;d for Karl Man;, to intro-

5
viewed the capitalist mode of labor as a force. creating self-estrangement
in tbe worker.
Th~refore "

Those who

cv.1!1

the prciducts of labor control labor itself.

the object whi.ch labo:.t.r produces--labour 's product-·-

confronts it as something alien, as a power

ducer."

independer~t

of the pro-

Marx. seems to have beli.eved that, in order for the worker to

f e.el his own creative powers :a.s p~rt of himself, he needed to

products of his work.

o\.i/11

the

When the worker no longer controls his means a.nd

his products, he is alienated from same vital aspects of himst::lf, that
is~

his productive capacities and their potential to integrate hi.'nl'

through his own character and a.bi.lities, with his society.
(6, p.498) speaks of

Like

Hi.~ge1$

social forces, a

n •••

appropriat.i.on as

estrange.m~nt,

YiBrx

as alienation~"

Marx saw i.n social forces, particularly in industrial
fac~or crea~ing

self

escrangemen~.

He also implied the

concept of powe.rlessness, since, in a capitalist society, the "t;•mrker

c.ould not adequately control the products of his labour, nor thE: means,
and

""~as,

there£ ore, power less to use his ecc"J.omic capacities to inte-

grate himself into his society.

However,. since Marx's focus was on the

historical fore.es of economics, he did not elaborate upon the psycho·N
logical aspects of estrange:ment, despair, and po·werlessness as <li.d othe.r

authors.
Frommts view of the social causes of a1ienat.ior:; we.re similar to
those of :Marx in some respects, lrnt he dre.w them from the widet· concept
of industrial so·::iety rather than from. tlle nar.To\,.; ceince.pt of tbe
ce.pital.ist mcde of product.ion.,

as a pm.:er oi;er men that has

Fromm (7, pp. lll-·145) sav1 big government

som·~how

gone beyond th.:: ability of ro.en to

6

rather t.·han personal relad.onship'"..: .. to the n·,:::ny ,.:T'no·m they ..;,·1fluer
·-L ce• c
~ ,.

-

~

YJ

-l.L

.

Ownership of the mea·ns of prodttct:i.on 1.s no longer a direct expression of

the crea.ti.ve ability of the
symbols of

production~

owner~

but is simply a matter of owning

ph-:c.es cf paper..

CoIDJ.\l.Odities are purchased, not

for the personal pleasure of their use, but for the pleasure of posses-

sio::'.1 :ttself.

Leisure time, also, is not an expression of one's own

creative powers, but is a matter of spectatorship and consumption..
relationship to oneself is

~s

One'R

a thing to be employed, and self evalua-

tion com.es to depend on the "fickle judgment of the market. 0

Fro-.w.m saw modern authority as being anonymous.

.A-,cl,
..
lastly,

It lacks the overt

quality that makes possible the development of an indiv:tduals sense of

self struggling with the persons and the values supported by authority.
Keniston (4, pp.J..83·-jUo) saw the problem of the devel.opr.:tent of a

self i.n a slightly different light.
technological and social
of industrial peoples.

ch~nge

To Kenfaton, rapid arid unrestrained

were a centnt.l condition of the lives

Keniston believed that change lends to authority

a quality of irrelevance, because rapid change deprives the individual
of a relevant past, with its support of traditional authority, against

which to rebel or through which he may seek improvements of society.
Consequently, change deprives the individual of much that could provide
hiE with personal aims and identity.

Change may cause the individual

to experience life as a chaos, rather ci\an as a

progression~

Keniston

felt that change creates difficulties for individuals in the process of
takfa::g rolE: models and achiev:lr..g identity.
ua1S:~

As a result, many individ-

become oriented to the present and a hedonistic approach to life.

7

Alsoj it would appear that Keniston

(~,

pp.219-220) saw a

tend~ncy

toward the fragmentation of Hfe in the loss of co:;mn.unity and the
increasing spec.i.alization of social and economic roles that have effected

drastic changes in the "psychology of self-definition."

The shift of

values from. "deYotion a.r..d reverence" to "production, innovation and

selling" tha.t has come with industrtal soci.ety, tends to destroy an
individual's sense of belonging to an orde·r that c.::m gi".J'e continuity to

life.

In factl' in Keniston's view, production placed cognition. above

pass:rnn as a dominant sociaJ.

valm~.

Passion. must be dissociated and

expressed. through nOUtlet:SH that are COCTSidc:red. in terrnS Of SOCial
usefulness, neither productive nor creative.

The resu.lti.ng c.ompart-·

me:ntalization also has adve.rse c.onsequences tc the maintenance of

lack of a shared myth creates a situat:i.on in which the individual
projects his ai.rns in relati.v·e isola.tion, tlnlB risking

th.t~

poss:i.b:i.lity

that he will not find social means or support to work out his e.ims and

a consistent

identity~

Two other authors should be discussed briefly

bece:-msE~

their vi.ews

.

support and enlarge upon the type of theory expresse.d by K£:miston an.u.
Jule~;

Frmm:n.

Henry (8), i:mputed to our society a set of soc.1.a.L fore er.

growing from its p.laccme.nt of profit making and product scJ.li.ng i.n the
positions of primary
J:.f~.sEmb led

va.1t.H:~:s.

Henry's view of these dominant vHlues

Keniston' s assc:rn.on. that our present value.s a.re dt."'.ten.dned

by production, :i.nnov:ition, and selling, and they resembled Fromm 1 s

fee1:tng that our modes of owner.ship and consumption have an al:L::mating
~

&:. .(:

~~.I..

~ ,, .....
•.• ...:.-~-"""

t(I

In llanry's (8, p.95) viEw thcaa

va:~~3

lead to a

p£ca~iary

B

psychology that denied the individual the means of integrating a
unified self with his culture.

be

As a result> the individual tends to

alienated from the Se1Lu (8, p .. 292)~

n

Alienat:i.on, in Henry's

(8, p~292) theory, was accompanied by feelings of ina.dequacy and weak

ego structures.
Helen Lynd (9, pt67), who spoke of a concept of s1-t2.:1ne» may have
offered some unde1·standing of how feelings of a.Lf.enation are generated.
She defined shame as the experience a.ccruing frcm a sudden, unexpected
e..~posure cf a discrepancy betw·een one's self imr:ige and the conditions of

one.' s enviroument.

This expe.rienc.e, she a.s::lerted ~ produces alienation.

The theme of dj_sjuncture. between the individual tr;

de\.~elopment,

a theme

set forward by Ke.niston, Fromm, and Henry;; was for Lynd, accompanied by
a

ili.OTIH.mt

to moment.

experienct.~

of pain that

p1~oduc.es

alienation ..

The authors reviewed above may differ in the importance they

assign to the various social forces in an industrial society which
·produce alienation.

For examples, :Marx emphasl.zed the capitaH.st mode

of production, and Fromm

foc.us<~d

on more diffuse economic forces s- while

Keniston stressed economic and social forces8

However, these authors

seemed to agree that industrial societies are failing to meet the needs
of indivtcluals wi.th a. willingnt-:se: to negotiate secure and lasting t.:::.rm.s
of E.xisteri.ce that permit them to integrate their whole persons into the
fa.bric o:f th1:dr soc.ieties,. and~ thereby, rernai.n intact within themselves

and Ci..'n.:lg:r•1ent with thei.r tmc.icties

G

They a.ppem:e.d to be saying that

the i.nd'ividt:.J.I. cannot. .s.dequa. tcly prcj ect

himsr.:~lf

as he is into the

proc.er:;s,_:::s of work and production$' of m..nv=1·sb.ip and consumption, and of
the

rcqui~£mcnts

0f

auth~rity,

L6cause thes2

~~ocssaes

have become

9
u.navailable to his pe.rsonal :i.nfluence..

In sumreary, they would contend

that the development and maintenance of identity1 (a sense of integrity
that is congruent with the cultural and social envircn..111ent) is made
difficult by n:any social forces in industrial society.
Keniston (4, p.389) noted the recent increased interest in concepts

of alienation ..

The fact that various concepts.of alienation have

received increased attention during the past few decades raises the

questo11 of whether or not the social forces lea.ding to alienation hcwe
become stronger in our modern, industrial societies tha.n in past
societieso
(10~

A few authors a.ddres:;ed themselves to this question.

Dean.

p .. 185) quoted Gouldner who felt tha.t alienation is growing because

t:echnological sod.ety is diminishing the
t:he ordinary individual,

him, is declining."

r....

-,

t.-

·-

u. • ..

range of choice open to

! whi.1.e.1.l the area ot discretton available to

Moreover, Pappenheim (ll, p.15) believed.that the

growth of expressions of alienation spring from " ••
of our period and its social structure."

~

th(~

basic direction

Pappenheim,. (11, p.16)

realistically stated that the social forces of alienation h~re existed
in all ages, but that they have become intensified in a technological
1.Erikson (12, p. 50) d~.fines ego identtty as ri ..... The. awareness of
the fact that there is a sel.£-·sameness and C\;ntinuity to the ego• s synthe-sizi.ng metJ1,J1ln, the style of one's individ.u21 l::i.ty and that this style
coind.d2r.:; ·with th·~ samene.3s and continuity of ona' s meaning for Digrd.ficant. ot:.he:rs in the immediate c01Tu1mnity ~" Thus~ Erikson limits the
idea of continuity with others to those of the immediate conr.nunity ..

This writcris use. of the word irlentity would include Erikson's definition and ndd the individual's awanm~ss of hi.s continuity with the
vB.lues of his society, \·1he.t.her the awareness of those values comes to
the im:1i'vidual through direct experience with an i.mmed:i.ate comr~unJ.ty
or through n2.tional mass media, or through the." experience of mobility,
or ether means made possible and necessary in an industrial society.

10

society.

It seemed logical to th1s writer, that if alienation is pro-

duct:-!d by rapid change and 'by h:i.ndrances to the expression of self
through social processes, then alienatton will assume a greater fmportance in a technologi.cal society than. it has in past, ·more corporate,
and simpler types of societies..

In the latter societies, thP. self was

in a more direct and clear relationship to the institutions and traditions through which it was socialized and

t~.rough

which it lived.

Industrialization has increased the autonomy of the individual at the
price of reduced means by whic.h he can :i.ntegrate himself with his
•
2
society.

II~

ALIENATION AND THE INDIVIDUAL

The aforementioned. authors di.d not bakH:?.d their writings on
empirical study» but rather they developed .social theories of the

social causes of alienation.

Keniston, in that he dealt with both

theory and empirical study, was,. perhaps, the one

E~xception ..

There are, however, a large number of authors who have been
primarily concerned with the questJ.on of the individual 1 s e...xperiencc of

alienation and its situational a.nd behavioral outcmnes.

These authors

c.an be further divided according to wheth'3r they view alienation a3 the
2Toffler (13, p.17), although he does not concern himself with
the literature of alienation~ also notes that iridustrial, technological
de.velopmen.ts have· bronght un1~-::·e(' i.dented changes in man 1 2 existence. He
states that uwe no longer tf2eli life as men did in the pa.st. And
this is the ult~mte difference, the distinction that separates the
truly cnntf::mporary man from all others.u Toffler feels that technological man e~periences his world differently and that this affects his
way of rc.l.at:ing to n .... othe.r people, .to things, to the entire uni.verse
of ~~ r;i·.~;:-~r:; :< ;:n:t and values. t1 Such relationships~ :i.n. Tof f 1er' s ·view,, now
C.0~:1E; -8.i)OUt in a. COntE!'.Xt of tr.a.n~~te.nc.e 3.S a· ·result cf rapJ.d Change.
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part of the alienat:ton process manifei::ted i.n the feelings and attitudes

of the indi:vid.ual, or whether the.y include:. as alienation, other parts

of the alienation process, such as the behavioral or situatio:ial
results of fee.lings of alienation ..
It was the i;,,rriter "s opinion that those ef.fon:s that resulted in

defin:i:.ti.ons of alienation as syndromes, that is, sets of attitudes and
feelings alone, were best ·suited to the scientif ie exploration of th.e
alienation precess.

The alienation syndrome

com.~ept

serves to fix a

point of de.monstrable rea.1Hy and a point of departure for exploration
of the empirical nature of the other parts of the process.

Definitions

that draw on the assumed relationships between feelings of alienation
and aspects of alienation external to the individual tend to introduce

of these problems are discussed in the following subsection.
Alienation as the Individual State and Parts of the

Proces!:~

As mentioned above, some authors treated the subject of the
alienated individual as if his alienation included one or more of the
facets of the process ta.king place between the individual and his
society •

.As an example,

H~jdr.1.

(14~ p~758)

defined a.lie.nation

as~

••• ar.. i.nd:i.viduc:.. l' s fpeling of un0asiness or discomfort which
reflects his exclus:i.on or s£1f-exclusion frmn social and cul-~

tural participation.
Hajda tnc.hded ir:. his defin:ition:i not only the feelings of

alie:n::~.tir:m,>

b11t also the aspects of the process of alienation, such as ~elf-

exch.:.sion .and Gocially caused exclusion frnm social part:icip::t.tion.
Stmi1.~r1y ~ :Bro~·n1ing

et.. .al. (15, p .. 780)

:i

ir:. cr·itici.z:ing Sec.man's ·work,

12

state.d that Seeman ts types of alienaticn should include stages of

social exclusion,.

Rogers

of an indi.vidual that can

(16~ pp~ll-14)
b.;~

treated alienation. as the state

inf erred from his self-exclusion from

social participation and his rejection of values through protest or
subculture membership.3
The problems inherent in def init:i.ons of alienation which include
parts of the process can be illustrated by an experience related by

Keniston (4, p.3}.

In his

book~

The.

U~comm~tte,£,

Keniston, like

Rogers, assumed that studentst unrest and their rejection of scc:i.ety
were indications that those who engaged in protest activities were
alienated in the sense of possessing feelings and attitudes of alienation.

However, after studying a number of such students, Ke.niston

(17, p.341) concluded

~hac

he was:

••• inclined to see most student proteBt not as a manifesta:tion
alienat:i.on (as I have used the term,) but rather of comm_itment to the very values the alienated students rejecto

'of

Thus, he founci. that he could not empirically correlate rejection of
socj_al partici.pation as evidenced hy his study subjects with feelings
and attltudes of alienation.

Such a correlation is assumed in the

definitions of Brown, Hajda and Rogers.

Keniston's study suggested

that such def ini.tions may fail to accurately describe a reality wh:lch

can be tested.

Behaviors and outcomes of behavi.or may not correlate

with the. feelings and atU tudi!s of alienatio:a, nor will the feelings arrl

3nyles (18, p.104) presents an interesting approach to alienation.
He constr11cted an alienation-integration scale based on degrees of
affilJati.on with such institutions as the fawily, the school, the
chnrr.;h, rec.n~Ht:ion, employment, and the law. Apparently, to Byles,
alienation :ts a process 1.nv0.lving thE! facet of disaffiJ.i.ation.
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attitudes of alienation necessarily correlate i-.::'Lth specific behaviors
and outcomes of behavior ~1hich are popularly associated with alienation.
Therefore, de.finitions that inc.lude assumed correlations may tend to
confuse and lead to an. inaccurate desc.riptlon of the process of ali.en-

ation as it exists in

reality~

The authors rev:tewed below avoided this problem by limiting
their concept of alienatj_on.
has come to mean sets

of

For these authors, th€: word

11

c1l:Lenation"

feelings and attitudes that have bee.n empir-·

ically demonstrated to exist in ce.rtai.n indi.viduals.

Other authors

have made assumptions abo~t the behaviors and 011tcomes of the alienatioa

process, w:i.thout measuring alienation in terms of their own definitions.
Tha authors discussed belows however$ have used definitions which
t:nabi.e them t:o measure alien.ation and ccH·relations or aiienation ..

These authors have developed definitions of alienation that can be
understood as syndromes, sets of feelings that are sy10ptoms of the
existence of a state of

a1~_enat.i on

within the. individuaJ.

Since these

S)T..dromes can be measured) assumptions about other parts of the alien-

atioa process, such as social causes and behavioral outcomes, can be
checked against reality.

Ali.enat
EiS <:;.n Individual St.ate:
___
. . . _. . . .lon
. ,. . . .--.....----·---,#
. . . . . . _. . .
----..
-.--~------.

Most of

thos~

A Syndrome.

-·~~-----.,,.,....,.--,

·who a.tte:mpted to measure alienation in the :5.ndivid-

ual w·e;re guided.~ directly

Cff

indl.rectly, by the theories of alienation

. writers as Hege.1, Marxs and Fromm.
as presente d •oy sucn
(19 1

pp~

Melvin Seeman.

783-791) was probably the f ir:st to attem.pt to e.xtract

fro~u

the

literature of alienation theory srnne aspects of the concept that could
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be submitted to empirical examination.
use

th·~

term alienation.

Seeman developed five ways to

First, he derived powerlessness as the

expectancy by the indiv:i.dual that: he cannot, through h.is ot-."'Il

determine the outcome he seeks.

behavior~

Se.eman wished to li.mi.t this aspect of

alienation to expectancies in large social events and to refrain from
applicat:l.on of the aspect to the events of -che intl:iv:i..dual' s immE!diate

and intimate environment..

S.ec'Jnd, he posited that meaninglessness

refers to the expectation of the. individual that adequate predtctions
about outcomes cannot be

n~ade.

This comes about whe.n tb.e individual

in h.:i.s ov.--ri. experiencing, finds tha.t " ••• minimal standards for clarity
in deci.sion making are not met" (19, p. 78t).

ficient belief system" that can be

~d ttH~Y

fie rcfe.rred to an ttinsuf....:

"de.scripti·ve or no!'l.Tiati.ve."

Tnirci, he scared r.hat: normlessness, in the individua.! , is a .. t1j.gt1
~pee tancy

that socially ;.ma.pp roved beha·,..riorE> are required to achieve

give.n goals (19, p. 788) .. H
the

individual~

Fout·th, he noted that isolation refers to

s tendency to Hes sign lei-hr re.\.;B.rd value to goals or

beli.ef s that a.re typically highly valusd in the given soei.etyn (19,

p.789).

The tetm isolation does not refer to a lack of social adjust-

ment or wa1l!l

fri.E~ndshi.ps.

Self "'·estrangern.e:nt ~

th~~

£if th aspect of

alienation, Seeman defined as the tendency to expect the value of an
act:i.vi.ty to be. found in Gorne

the activity itself" (19,

u ...

~

anticipatc~d

future. n~ward Ji outside of

p.;790)~

Following Seem.::m' s approach, Dec.:m. (20) constructed scales of
powt.1:l'2nm.1.2ss) normlessr.H:~t:js anJ. isolation~

of ite.::n stc.:.tcments to judges..

He- submitted a large number

He selected from tbe statements those

1 i::

.... .J

(10, p .. 188) •

sca.les.

Dean (20, pp .. 7 56--7 58) found correlati.ons am.ong his three

He also found a correlation

bet~n~en

his scale of nonnlessne.ss

and Srole's scale of anomie,.
Nettler (1, pp.670--677) rn::ed an. approac.h somewhat different from

Dean's.

Through his examination of literatl.11'.'e he selected that aspect

of alienation terme.d f!estrang(~ment from soc~LetyH as h:i.s subject of

study (1, p .. 672)..

He dre.w b:om popular. literature and psychological

literature several "descriptive models" of nestrangemfmt from society.u

These. were distributed to colleges and acquaintances who sele.ctcd
people. they knew who fit the model.

The selected subjects were inter;·-

yiewed for the purpose of determining con1mon attitudes that were
translated into a number of item statements of a scale measuring alien-

scale and Gould's (3) Multiple Alienation Measure revealed that several
of the items ·were remarkable similar.

Keniston (17, pp.327-328) and his colleagues developed a set of
intercorrela.te.d. attj_tude scales.

He descri.bed these scales as follows:

1.. Distrust (nExpect the. worst of othe.rs and you will avoid
d:tsappo:lntment"); 2. ·Pessimism (uThere is little chance of e.ver
finding rE~al happinessu)~ 3. Avowed Hostility ("At times, son~f.:

people rnak£ you feel like killing them•'); 4G Interpersonal
Ali::.mation C'Emotiona1 e01mni tments to ot!H~rs are usually the
preJude. to disappointme.nt1 1) ; 5. Social Al:i enaticn ("Teamwork

is the last refuge of med:Loc-rtty"); 6# Cultural Alienation
{''The i.dea of trying t:c adjust to society as it is now con-·
stituted fills me with horrorr'); 7. Self-·Cantempt C'Any man
who really knows himself has good cause to be horrified");
8. T·./acillat:i.on C'I rr.ake few comn~itrn21'1ts. witbout sor::i.e re.servati(..11'! about the wisdom cf tmdertaking them 0 ) ; 9 ~ Subspecticm
(".First impn::~::sic•Es can:1ot be rel:I.ed upon; what lies bf.!neath
thi.:. surfacE! is often utterly diffcrent 11 ) ; 10 .. Outsider ("I
fr:e:1. strongly how diff2rent I am from most psoplt: 1' ) ; lL
Unstn.1.ctun:~d 1.:1..n.J.\rt::rse ("The notion that ma.n and nature are
gr117;;·;-:-n::~r.~ hy .,..*'f:}.1J~n· 1._::11,rs is An ~ 1 l~Js-f.o•;H) ,
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The Ee.an scale to scale correlation was found to be plus

,,47~

with

Di.strust being the. most highly correlated with the otht-;r scales.
Keniston tock the attitudes measured by all of the scales as a

defini-~

tion of the "alienation syndrome .. n
Davids (2.1,22) create.cl a construct of. zlienati.on consisting cf

the followi.ng variables:
and resentment.

egocentrictty, distrust, pessimism, anxiety,

These feelings and attitudes were si."1lilar to several

of Keniston's attitude scales ma.king up the alienation syndrome.
Struening and Richardson (24, pp.768...;i76) founded thei.r work in
theory by constructing three hundred item statements suggested to
them by the w»:>rks of Adorno, Davids, Srole., Durkheim., Fromm, Marx s

Merton, and even Camus~ novel, !he_ St:Z:~ger.

They then reduced these

ite.ms to sixty-eight statements and usr:d them along wi. th concert
opposites"
populations:

They tested these s:b:ty.-eight statements w::i.th the following

patients from a ward for the cd.mi.nally i:nsane, long

term male mental patients, hospitalized female. mental patients, insti tu·tionalized~

delinquent juveniles, dischargeable male mental

college undergraduates, and adult education students.
correJ.,1t:ion matrix, ten factors emerged.

en one factor and very low

or

patients~

From a 68X 68

Each item showed high loadi.ng

no loading on all other fa.ctors.

other words$ groups of statern.c:.ntst distinctly sepcira.tc from one

eme'!'ged frc.m the matri.x.

1£ an ind.Lv:i.dual

respond~~d

In
.~lnother

in one way to an

item 7 hf:; was highly likely to respond similarly to the other items in

tb.e group of i.tems.

One group of j_tems, the factor of ualienation

via rejectio.nu was character.5.;;;ed by statements of feelings of cynicism,
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These authors took· item statements that could describe the attitude.s and feelings of alienated individuals as expected on the. bas:i.s of
theory..

By correlating subjects' responses to such statements, they

d:iscovered sets of f eeliri.gs and attitudes that tend to occur together

Thus, they we.re able to eliminate. through

in the same i.ndividuals.

their research certain feelirigs and

attitude~

that appear to be

irrel~

evant to a concept of alienation. as it exists in the individual.

Several of the researchers ·chose to view the sets of f eelh1gs and
attitudes discovered· by them as syndromes.

The various syndromes which have evolved from these studies,
see.med to bea.r. diff erence.s and simi.lariti.es,.

This writer believed that

the differences were part of-differences in the author's views of theory"
• ,.. d i~ff_er
.. p,.nces in mett"io_,o.,
r1 1.. og]
~ ..
an. d t ·h.. ei..
&

that these authors were

feelings and attitudes.
frequently in the

•

:

•••

.

m~asuring

The similarities suggested

very nearly the same syndrome of

Six types of feelings or attitudes appeared

literatnr~:!

reviewed.

Two or more authors mentioned

these types of feel:i.ngs a.s part of an alienation syndrome.

They are:

cynicism, distrust, unce.rte,::L:n.ty I' pessimism., egocentricity, and resentme.nt,.

The similarities suggssted that it may be possible, through
further
T,.,Those

research~

to demcmsJ.:rate the e.x:.tste.nce of a single syndrome

description can be wi.dely accepted as a definltion of alienation

as it exists in the individuala

However, at the present state of

ali1:;::1ation research, any study that proposes to confine itself to
atte::::pts to c.orre.late other ·factors of the alienation process wj_th an
a1ienati.on Sjtndrorne must rn.aJ<e use of an existing me.asure"
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For the purposes of the present study" the Multiple Alienation
Measure (HAM) developed by Gould {S, pp. 22-24) was selected for use.
The development of this measure is discussed in the following para-

graphs.

Gould's (5, pp.22-24) work in developing the MAM was largely
based on the studies done by Struening and h:t.s· associates.

After

examining existing measures of ali.enation, Gould chose items for his

measure from three studies, including the St.ruening and Richardson
study mentioned above and two other studies done by Struening.

Although

Gould reviewed a nrnnber of measures, Struening's work se.emed to have
fitted his criteria best.
as follows:

face

validity~

Gouldts criteria in selecting items were
der:tvation froill factor ana.1.yti.cal work,.

derivation .from heterogeneous sarnples: measurement of non·-spec.ific ·
central dimensions of alienation, and high loadings en major factors
appearing through several studies.

Gould used items from Strue.r.dng' s

works that werz comprised of factors highly related to a.lie.nation.

From the items that fit his criteria Gould selected twenty best items

to make up the Multiple Ali:enation Measure.

Consequently, Gould

constructed a measure of alienation that Bhculd be valid in many
widely sef1arated and different populations.

Tb:ls

writ1~r

simil.::n~it.ies

examined Nettler 's measure of alienation and found

b·2tween it and the

HA.i~

on seve:tal items a

Gould (5, p. 25)

noted similarities between his HAM and scales developed by Dean and
by Keniston.

Moreover Gould (5,. Pp c 18-19) saw his definition as being

rE.lated to Seeman's work, but he felt that he had eliminated the
expectancy ar;d cognitive £',act.ors in favc.r of

r.1

definition simply
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David 1 s construct of alienation

describing feelings of alienation.

closely approximate Gcul<l ~ .s definition of ali.12;11a.ticn <:s a "gem.er al or
core syndrome consisting of feelings of pessimism, cynicism, distrust,
apathy and emotional distance (5, p.19).n

Flnally, considering the

sources of items used by Struening and his associates, the MAM can be
considered to be related to a general theory of alienation.

The many

similarities between the MAM and other attempts to measure an alienation syndrome, and its i.ndirect derivation from alienation theory would
suggest that it is a valid and useful tool with which to test alienation
theory itself.

III.

FACTORS COMMONLY ASSOCIATED WITH ALIENATION

As noted earlier, several concepts are .associated with alienation.
Two of these, the concepts of loneliness and social isolation, were
defined by Gould (5, p.7)

as"·~·

conditions and correlates of alien-

at ion, (that) ••• should not be. confused with a.li.enatlon itself. 11

Thus 1

Gould saw these concepts as parts of the process of alienaticn as
opposed to the state of alienation as reflected in the feelings and
attitudes of the individual.

Th1s

writ€~r

viewed crime and delinquency

as being,. also, possible corndates of alienat:lon. but not alienation
itself, althc.ugh they are often asscciated with :i.t.

Two other factors

often associated w.ith ali.c.nation, those of anomie and mental illness,
deserve more extensive discussion.
Anomie
The.re appe3rs to be some s.imilarit:y in. the theoretical found.ations
...
f -P:r11..-·,.~",1_:r.'.
!-"i~-l.ri
c:·.11-1·
C<ofiatio.11.
V-ll<-.<..
•-~
.
>;;..

-
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-

Da".,.,..J·J . . ,~c:t R·:.-1·?1an1"
s (25
t::.-l.u. • ••
- '
V\.

:

c..l..li

1
~·,
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• .,l. 5;'

po1'nted
.
.
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'
-
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that Durkheim (who introduced the term "anomie" into sociology) ~mder

stood anomie to be a condit:i.on of society characterized by normlessness,
ruJ.essness> and a failure of society to "curb man's inborn impulses."
Durkheim ( 27, pp., 2l}3-2L~6) learned the. t sudden increases or decreases of
national wealth were accompa.nied by what he called "anomic suicide."
Since fluctuations in wealth were ccrrela.ted with rates of

suici~.e,

lt

might be inf er1:ed that the fact of .pove.rty is not the cause of suicide

but rather.that the uncertainty and doubt produced by -rapid change are

usual factors.

Aiken et& al. (25, p.94) found support for such a

suspicion when they discovered that Packa.rd workers who fl;Xpe.rienced

change of :tncome, upward or dowriward, expressed more ,feelings of
anomie than those who were able to keep their in.cmi.1cs in line with
what they earned bef on:~ the .Packward Com.pany lay otf.

The s:L"nlla.:rities

between these co:nsi.dera tions and Keniston' s theory of the alienating
effects of rapid tec.hnological change cannot be overlooked.
The disjuncture between the psychology of the individual and the
conditions of society, as expressed in theories of alienation, is also
eruphasiu:d in the theory of anomie used by Herton..

and Reimanis (26,

p~217)

According to Davol

Merton d.istingu:l.sh;;;d between psychological

anomie and sciciologi.cal anomie.,

For Mertcnll anom1.e was the conflj.ct

between socially prescribed aspirations and socially conditioned
means to the aehievement cf those aspirations.

He

s~;p::trat.ed

anomie as

a state of society from the possible outcomes in the psychology of the
indivi.dc;al.

In th:Ls vrri.ter"s v:i.ew, a fa:U.m~e of the individual to

pr0ject personal aspirations that are congruent with the social
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process.

Thus, anomie as a psycholcgical st.B.te should appear very

sj_milar to alie.nation taken to be a set of feelings and attitudes.
These considerations suggest that concepts of anomi.e and alienation overlap.
tion.

Various observations and findings support thi.s sugges-

For example Dean (20, p.758) found a correlation between his

scale of normlessness and Srole' s scale of a.nomiE=.! of • 31.

Als9, Davel

and Reirnanis (25, p. 221) noted that Nettler found a c-orrelati.on of plus
• 309 between his scale of alienation and the.;. Srole scale of anomie.

Gould (5, p.4) ventures the asserti6n that two of Merton's
listed modes of adaptation to anomie are related to alienation.

Her-

ton' s "modes of adaptationn to the anoni.e state of society, as listed

by Clinard (27, p.16) were:
ism., an.cl re.beili.on.

alienation.

confcrmity,. innova.tion, ritualism, retreat·-

Gould (.)" p ~ 4) related ritualism e:nd retreati.sm to

He reserved the term a.nomie to ref ~r to causative ::iocia1

conditions and the term a.lienation to refer to psychological out:comeso
Gould's reservation of the tenn "alienationn to refer to

psycho~

logical outcomes of anomic social condi.tions post::s the question of
whether or. not his "feelings of alie.nation" ple.y a part in all five

of Her.ton's "modes of adaptation..!;

It also raised

tht~

question of

whether the cc::related set of feelings uBe.d by Gould to construct the
N~AH,

through

subs~quent

resea.:cch, will be enlarge.Cl to g:t.ve evidence of

a wi.de.r syncrome that can be r.elate.d to a wider variety of modes of
adaptation~
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Mental. Illness
References to discussions of alienation in terms of selfestrangement, doubts:t distrust, feelings of inadequacy, and hesitancy
:tn making commitments inevitably presented the problem c.f whether alienat ion was not some form of mental illness and whether it did not g:i.ve

rise to mental illness.

Unfortunately, research into alienation has

not made clear the relationships between alienation and particular
adaptations or life styles8

Perhaps these many questions prompted

Propper and Clark (28t p.314) t.o call for research that would reveal
whether alienation was a normative trend, a transitory phenomenon, or
a deviant psychological aspect of development.

Current theory seems

to indicate that alienation can be any one or all three of the

above~

Herton unden:;tood alienation as a generalized respon.se to soc1.a1 and

cultural change.

He believed that alienation can be accompanied by

many behaviors that are seen as deviant but are normal responses to
pathological social conditionse

Gould (S, p.12) agreed with Merton

and he state.cl that the relationship between various forms of mental

illness ar:.d alienation are ".. • not entirely clear .. u

This position was

also that of the writer for the purposes of this study.
Part of the difficulty in relating alienation to cental illness
!112.y stem fxom the difficulty of extracting from personality theory a
std.table defini t:Lm of maJ.adj u:Jtment based on individual chm·acteristics.

The fact that Stru.en.ing (23, p.769) found alienated individuals in
many

diffen-:~nt

types of populations

suggestr~d

that alienat:i.cn in at

l2ast tenrn of f:.meti.onal Pbilities should ncit be consi.dei-:-ed the same

as mental illness.

A different perspective

cc~tains

a theory of
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neurosis s.s suggested by Karen Horney is applied.

Horney
(29 ' pp e 26 .,
L

103) saw neurosis in terms of ri.gid defenses against anxiety that are

functional or nonfunctional depending upon the cultural or subcultural
context within which the individual lives.

Therefore, alienation, if i.t

were a form of neurosis, could be fot1nd 1·.n a-=,,,.er<:!e
po pu~a~ions
1 + •
iw - ~
•

The

.,

divers:i.ty of life situations of the alie:na.ted, in the context of Horney 's

theory, does not subtract from the possibili.ty that. tt is a. stage or

form of mental illness.
However, Davids found some evidence that the alienated tend to
be maladjusted in a clinical sense.

Davids (21, p .. 26) found tha.t the

highly alienated see themselves as being less than thej_r own ideal
person more often than did the non-a.lienated.

Evaluation of subjects

by a clinical sta:if revealed tbat the alie-:iated~ more often than others,

evidenced weak ego structures.

In another study, Davids (22" p.6l•)

found that the perceptj_ons of the highly alienated and those low on
alienation varied from reality about the sarc.e ri.ffiount.

The highly

alienated deviated in the direction of alienation items whereas those
low on alienation deviated in the direction of low alienation items.
Davids' syndrome of alienation, consisted of egocentricity, distrust,
e

S~

•

,

p·.S~J.illlSTI.,

a·11x-reti.."
at1d
......
Jt

r.._e.'-_'~·E"'_.. nt1n
•.·_ent.
.. ~
,

and hi.s findings were related b-y"

Ansbacher (31 1 p.212) to Adler•s concept of

0

1ack of social interest,"

a factor underlying most mental illnesses.
The observations of Ansbacher 8.nd Davids, then, lend some
evidence that alie.nation may be assod.ate.d with mental illness.

To

assume that mental illness is equally associated with al:i.enation would

oe an error~

A weak et:o st.ructure ma.y not. result in mental illness~
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The fact that the alienated have, a re.1 a ti
, ve

J.

~

accurate, although

different, view of reality, suggests that they might be able to adapt

thf.!ir ego functioning to the 'conditions of life in a number of ways.
The possibility·that alienation is some state of tension that can be
resolved by the adoption of

a number' of

ways of functionings- mental

illness being one such way,- remains· openo

It would appe3.r more useful,

the,n, to interpret the findings of this study i.n terms of ways of

functioning to which the alienated subjects,may appear more prone than
subjects with low alienation ..

IV.

THEORY AND DISCUSSION

The theorists such as Marx, Fromm,

Keniston~

Lynd, and Henry

appear to be saying that whenever society does not of fer sufficient
opportunity for the individual to develop a sense of self that is
congruent with socially defined roles, alienation will result.

Other

authors' who founded their research on such the.ories' learned that
alienation, as it exists in the individual.,

J.S

a syndrome of feelings

and attitudes cam:monly associated with tension a.nd discomfort.
Eri.kson (12, p. 211) stated that self-identity comes about as a
result: of the integration of previously

set of rolesj or selves,

th~t

views cf the process by w·hich

confu~.;ed

selves into a. coherent·

secure.social recognition.
self~-identity

Erikson's

is achieved seemed to be

the reverse of the prose.ss thati :ln theory, ,produce.s states of all.enat:ton~

This writer fe2ls that the

"t.....rit{;:Ts

nentioned above have analyzed

that pa.:rt of the process of self=·frlentity. fm::T,;.aU.on neglected by
£:i:·ic.l~son,

that is the. part played by soc:ta1 forces that condition the
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availabili.ty of roles, and that, therefore, i.nfluencc: the formation

of self-identity.
Consequently, this writer believes that alienation, as a syndrome
of feelings and attitudes is symptomatic of fnadequ.ately c!.eveloped self-

identity..

The failure of a.n individual to achieve a coherent self that

is congruent with recognized social

functions~

feelings and attitudes of al1e:~a.tion.

or roles, results in

These feelings and at:t..itudes

are viewed by the writer as indicators of a state of tension within
the alienated

individual~

The process of alienation, then, consists

in the individual ts efforts to achieve self-i.dentity within the social

structure, his experience of difficulties in achieving self-identity,
his experience of the tension involved in 1:.wrng with de:f icient selfidenti.ty ~ 3nrl. hi.s eff ortc; to t·,,:>so1..1e the t21"J.si.0n of alienat~_on throug!-1

adaptive or maladaptive behaviors.
As tension, alienation ca::1 conceivably give rise to many a.dapti.ve.

or maladaptive forms of behavior.

Some ind.ivi.duals may be able to

reduce. the tension to tolerable levels by ach:Levi.ng partial self-

identity through a portion of their available social roles.

Keniston's

(4, p.341) concept of "little alienations" (fE:elings of alienation

associated with and 11mited aspect of life) would suggest the possi-

bility that partial self-identity could solve the problem of tension.
On the other hand., Gold (36, p, 134) speculated that some delinquency
· d as neg2. t"1ve
c.:-.n:1 l >c exp 1 a:tne

s ... J_f-i"der·t·.1".t),
..
.

Ll.1at
~

0

re1Jlaces a sense of the

self as f ailnre with a self that draws more social recognition.
fact Gold used the term nnegaU.va i.denti ty

11

In

i.n Erikson's (12, p .172)

merming, tha.t is, contempt for sod aily de.f :Lned, "proper'' roles and
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identification with roles in conflict with social expectations.

Gold

believed that negative identities may resolve the tension growing from
a sense of powerlessness..

Davids' studies, cited earli.er, suggested

that the tension of al:tenation might lead in the direction of mental

illness.

In support of this contention, it should be noted that

Erikson (12, p.88) believed that some individuals may elect to become
nothing rather than continue the struggle for identity, a choV,:;.e that,
in Erikson's view, leads to mental illness.
(.37, p.331) described the

0

Conversely$ Nathan Alder

rage for ordern evident in the behavior of

the alienated who do not give in to inertia and apathyo

The "rage for

order 0 is hyperactivity designed to explore the self antl the social
environment to establi.sh reference poj_nts that can serve to defi.ne the

self.

To Adler (37, p.329), incongruent. social roles can result in

the antinomian personality, a personality that attempts to discover,

entirely within the self, some congruency that may reduce the critical
need for identity.

Thus, Adler seemed to feel that al:i.enation can

result i.n extreme individuality.
cause of mental illness.
through criminal behaviors

Davids suggested that it can be a

Gold felt that alie:na.tion can be resolved
This writer, _who views alienation simply

e

as a state of tension, feels that all three of the above resolutions of
alienation are possi.hlt::.

He \JOuld add the possibility that alienation

tension can bP resolved by the formation of healthy, positive, although
perhaps pa.rtial, identit:ye
cf

adjustm<~nt

Empirical research may reveal other forms

and it m.3.y show which forms of adjustm.G.nt tend to pre-

dominate amcn.g the

ali.ena.ted~

_,
r
The writer has derived the theoretical
section from h:is understanding of

th~

~oncepts

presented in this

literature reviewed in the chapter.

The theory is presented again) i.n greater detail, in the concludlng
chapter where it serves as a means by wh:i.ch the findings of the study
can be understood..

Chapters II and IV preseJlt the methodology of the

study and the findings.

CHAPTER II
METHODOLOGY
Alienation, for the purposes of this study, was viewed as a state
of tension that can give rise to many modes of adaptation.

'!he theory

described in. the last chapter presented the alienation p.rocess as
consisting of three parts, the state of alienation tension in the
individual, the conditioning social forces, and the actions and reac-·

ti.ons between the alienated individual and his environmente

The theory

also presented a position which stated that alienation occurred when
society did not allow sufficient av·ailabiHty of opportunities for the
individual to integrate a cohe.rent self into the social structure.
It seemed to this writer

th~_t

the studies tha.t examined the

behavior of alienated adolescents would be particularly "1mluable in

understanding the process of- alienation, considering the importance
of identity formation in that· stage of Li.fee

In this vein, Erikson

(12!1 p.156) stated that the adolescent years are of crucial importance
in the

fo:crn.:~tion

of identity.

It is durtng these crucial years that

the adolescr:nt must achieve the following ·th:n::e tasks as outlined by

Erikson:

(1) to mainta:i.n ego defenses against growing

impulses~

(2) to

consolidate past achievements in line with work opportunities, (3) and

to resynthesi.ze childhood indentifications in concordance with roles
offered by some wider section ?f society.

Therefore, the adolescent,

to ac.hi.!2\Te identity, must come to terms with those soclal forces

that~
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in an industrial society» according to Marx, Fromm and Keniston, are apt
to produce alienation*
Josselyn (38, p.27) agreed that adolescents are subject to alienating forces.

She stated: .

Hts [ihe adolescent0 behavior js unpredictable because lt
is determi·ned by the confusion within him; he is not protected
by enforced compliance to well establ:tshed rituals and laws.
He i.s told in effect to grow up --· to achieve an undefined
state, he i.s not told how to grow up.
It would appear that Josselyn felt that the adolescent is affected by
a social confusion that may be very much like the c.oncept of anonyLnous
authority discussed by Fromm and Keni.ston.

Not able to know what

identities will be acceptable over a period of time, .the

adol~scent

has difficulty shaping his own natural inclinations into an identity
commensurate with the rol(?.s 2.v2.i.lable i.n a w:Ld.er t:.0c.iety.

If

2.s

Erikson believed, a major proportion of identity consolidation and
formation occurs during the adolescent yea.rs, then the adolescent
must tend to be more prone to alienation th2.n those at other stages of
life.

Knowledge of the adolescent's experiences of alie.nation and hi.s
various adaptations to it may prove helpfu1 to
who seek to help the

identity.
assist

the~

adolf:~scent

ed~cators

and counselors

in his task of assuming a healthy

A specific task of educators and counselors may be to
adolescent to avoid the tension of alienation and to develop

an identity wi.th the wider society.

Th:is writer believed that alten-

ation creates a state of tension which

makE!S

the individual particularly

vulnerahle to influences from significant others who represent authority

and socially recognized roles.

Therefore, sensitive educators and
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counselors who understand adolescent alienation, can aid many in.dividuals to adapt to the tension of alienation in positive, healthy, rather
than negative, maladaptive ways.
The task of aiding adolesce.nts to assume identities within the
wider society has been assigned, for the most part, in our society, to
the high school.

Since the high school affects persons at a tJme of

life most crucial to identity formation; it must be considered an
important institution involved in the alienation process.4

In view of

these facts, the aim·of this study was to obtain some descriptions of
the behaviors of alienated and non-·alienated hlgh school students as
those behaviors could be observed within the high school environment,
and to compare the behaviors of the high alienation subjects and those
of low alienation.

School personnel were asked to describe the study·

subjects' behaviors by selecting descriptive statements from a Faculty
Questionnaire.

In order to determine the relationships between

behavior descriptions and degrees of al:i.enation, the subjects wc-:.re

divided into three groups ac.cording to thetr scores on the Multiple

Alienation Measure (MAM) devised by Gould (5).
4colsm2..n (39, p.8.3) stated that "By extending the period of
training necessary for a child and by eneor.apa~:;sing nearly the ·wl1.ol2
population, industrial scc.Jety has made of high school c:. social system
of adolescents. tt This statt•.ment suggested that the assignment of

adolescents to one institution can serve to cut them off from adult
identitie.s. Tannenbaum. cited a survey of sociD.1 sci.entists ~ the majority of whom believed that youth's activit:ies are a specia.l ir;stanee
of subculture..

Apparently, assigning the task of a:Ldlng adolescent

development tc a single type of :i.nst:ltution may be, i.n :1.tse.lf, alienating, because it tends to erect barriers to contact with adult
identities.
1
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I .. · THE HIGH SCHOOI,

Originally, it was hoped that a t}"J)ical,. coeducational high school
with a student body that was representative of the adolesce.nt population

of a community could be enlisted for the.purposes of this study.

How-

ever, delays i.n negotiations with two such schools made acceptance of
Benson High School's offer of a

s~udy

population necessary in order to

stay within the time limits· of the study.
Benson High School

is

a technical hi&h school in Portland,, Oregon.

It accepts only male students, and at the time of the study, it.had
approximately 1950 students.

Students are accepted at Benson from

all of the high school districts of Portland.

Although emphasi.zing

technical training, Benson offers a complete: high school program
commensurate with that offe:red by more typical high schools,,
addition, it offers an extensive curriculum in technical fields, as well
as an effective job placement program for graduates.

Students are

accepted at Benson on the 'basis of their applications, wh:i.ch are judged
according to their interests, apptitudes aud discipline records4

Thus,

Benson High School must be.viewed as arr atyp~cal high schooL 5
IL

SELECTION OF SUBJECTS

The subjects selected, for this study wete all Benson se.niors ..

The writer believed that seniors, since

th~y. m:E:~ f

ace.d with decisions

affe.cting t:beir adult lives, could relate to the items of the MAM more

5Fcr. additional information concerning Benson High School, see
Appendix

A~
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readily than younger adolescents.

Moreover :t "",;·ith the exception of

recent transfers,. seniors have been tn contact wi.th the school personnel
for greater lengths of time than students in the lower classes..

The

writer felt that this fact might serve to increase the accuracy of the
school personnel's reporting of behavior on the F.:.c.ulty Questionnaire.
It was hoped, then, that the use of se:iiors as subjects would. improve

the information gained from both the ?A.AM and the Faculty Questionnaire..
Negotiations with several schools revealed that a random sample
of seniors would result in selection of stude.nts with few teachers in

common.

Therefore, in order to obtain behavior descriptions from

school personnel who knew of the subjects, the coope:r;-ation of a pro·hibitively large number of pe·rsonnel would have beer.. needed.,

To over-

come this difficulty, only the students of two social science c1asses

were used as subjects.

This plan ma.de: it possible to limit the number

of teachers who were to respond to the Faculty Questionnaire to the
two who taught these classes.

This plan appeared feasible, largely because all seniors at
Benson take social science classes, and because some of these classes,
in the estimation of their teachers and the pri.nc:i.pals, are attended by
students who> as a

at

Benson~

cipal.

represent a fair cross section of the students

Two such classes were selected for the study by the prin-

These two social science classes contained a total of forty-

nine students.
weYe

group~

absr.~nt.

one.

On the day that the KtJ.1 was administered, five students

student r0fused to respond to tbe MAM, and one stu-

dent failed to co:nplete

tht~

MAM.

Consequently, the subjects of this

study were forty-two·male seniors who attend one of the two social
science classes selected ..

IIIo

SELECTION OF SCHOOL PERSONNEL

By informat:lon obtained in preliminary interviews with the-principal and the teachers, it appeared that these subjects were likely to
have had contact with three'-other faculty members, other than their

social science teachers.

E;:tch subject was counseled by one of two

counselors, and, if a subject had had problems of conduct, he was
likely to have had contact :with the vice .... principal, whose function is
to handle student discipline problems.

-Therefore, five faculty members

were asked to describe the behaviors of the subjects by using the
Faculty Questiom"l.aire&

follows:

These faculty me.mbe,:-::s, in su:.ranary,

T.~-re..r2 .;is

(1) a male social science teacher who also coached

~n·estling,

(2) a female social science teacher i;. (3) a male counselor who also

supervised sports, (4) a female counselor 11 and (5) the

vice·~·principal.

These faculty members_ appeared to comprise a minimum number

ne.cessary to obtain

adequa~e

information about the behaviors of the-

subjects in the tenns of the three behavioral categories of the Faculty
Questionnaire.

The teachers, for examplet would have had opportunity

to observe the subjects' ac.ademic approach, - at le.ast within their

social science classes.

The counselors were viewed as having 11 through

counseling session, a variety of information about subjectst behaviors.
The vice-principal was relied upon for observations of subjects'
conduct.

These five faculty.members, then, appeared to have, among
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them,. all of the types of in.formation about subjects' behaviors of
interest to

IV.

this study.

ADVANTAGES AND USE OF THE MULTIPLE ALIENATION MEASURE

The development of the Multiple Alienation Measure ha,s been

discussed in the introductory chapter of this study.
alienation defined as

an~~·

The HAM measures

general or core· syndrome consisting.of

f·eelings of pessimism, cynicisrrt, · distrust, apathy, and emotional

distance" (5, p.19).

This definition o.f alienation was used in this

study, and the MAM was used to divide the subjects into groups accord-.
ing to degree of alienationq
The MAM offered several advantagE!S to the writer's study.

First~

Gould. selected ite1cs appearing :i.n ·several studies involvlng a wide

variety of populations 1 and his items measure several general dime.nsions
of alienation.

Conseque.ntly, the MAM was likely to be a valid measure

of alienation with most m1bjec t samples, such as the adolescent boys

who were the subjects cf this study.
instrument.

Second, the MAM was a short

The t:i.me li'miJ,::ations of the subjects and the.ir school

personnel rr.1 thi.s study made use of the- HAM

impe.n~tive.

The w.,..£i.ter

c.or:sidere<l N:ettler t B st:~V<.:!ate.en·-i.tem measu.re,, because o:f its shortn~ss,

but rejected it on the

grour~s

that (1)

th~

items were more appropriate

to an older population and that (2) the measure addressed itself to
only one d:lmens:l.on. of alienation~ that is, ~'estrange.ment from society s"
The HAH did l:ot suffer from_, these

shortcomings~

and it promised to be

the most v;:JJ.id and convenient measure. to use with high school senior
boyb.
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The MAM was administered to the subjects during their social
science class periods.

The measure was presented as a confidential

survey on which they could indicate their feelings about certain aspects
of the world we live in.

The subjects could respond to each item by

selection of one of six possibl£! re.sponses that were arranged in an
agree-disagree contenium..

The twenty i.tems were presented without

statement opposites or dummy statements, because the ·writer felt that
~

such statements might reduce the validity of the measure.

0

The completed MAM's were scored by the plan devised by Gould
(5, p.28) who assigned values to the responses as follC1ws:

strongly

agree, 7, agree, 6, not sure but may agree, 5, not sure but may not
agree; 3, disagree, 2, and strongly dis.agree,, L

Gould assign£:d a.

v:;ilue of 4 to those st.: a t:err1en ts to \·;h:i.ch tis s-...:hj ects did not respcn..:L

However, no subject in this study failed to

~·:espond

to any statement..

High scores on the Ki\M indicate high degrees of
scores indicate low degrees of alienation.

alienation~

and lav

The range of scores of the

subjects was divided into three equal parts in order to divide the
sample into groups of differing degrees of alienation.

Those whose

scores were in the upper third of the range were designated as high
alienation subjects (HA ts), those whose scores were in the. middl;;-. third
of the nmge were designated as moderately alienated subjeets (HA ts),
and those whose

were j_n the lower third of the range ·were

scon~s

designated as low ali..enatfon subjects (Ll:.'s)e
6T",r.H·~
.;:,.... ~~n~,. .t-'.n .......~ni· c·n t·l~.e
l•ft.li~1
.-:ra·
~!.
~.J..·
w s US'"'-d
r-::
..... J_.

"'

_

1° c:
~,

With this method of
c::'ho
• ./:'•PP·~n
" · {. di"x B •
..., u _\._m.
in
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grouping:> it was possible to exaoine the relati.onsh.ips between behaviors

described by school personnel and the degree of subjects' alienation ..
V..

DEVELOPMENT AND USE OF THE FACULTY QUESTIOT:-i1NAIRE

The Faculty Qu.estionnaire was constructed to provide school
personnel with a uniform way to report their observations. of subjects"
behaviors.

It consisted of twelvEJ statements describing behavior i.n

three categories.

Thus, there were four state.ments in each· category.

Faculty membe.rs were asked to select one statement from each category
to describe each

subject~

or to place a check mark on the response

sheet if they did not feel that their acquaintance with a subject was

sufficient to permit them to select a statement for that subject in a
'?

par.ti.cu.12r. ca te.gory,, ·

Faculty members' observations of subjectst behaviors were used in

this study, r.e.ther than the recorded information for two reasons.
Ftrst, recorded materials were not available to the writer.

Second,

some information that was important to the study might not have been

found in recorded material.

The approach used, made necessary the

construction of statements that: could be selected on the bas:i.s c1f
general i.mpressions of subjects i behaviors gained from personal

acquaintance w:i.th subjects and from very easily remembered incidents
of subjectst behaviors.

Conseque:nt:1.y 5 the term "behavior," as t.~sed in

this study, was defined a.s the trends of subjects' behaviors as

observed and viewed by school personnel.
7 The Faculty Questionnaire is presented as it was used in the
study in Appendi..x C.
·
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In constructing categories of behavior that could be related to
behaviors within a school, and, therefore:i be easily understood by
faculty members, the writer :found Coleman's (39, p .. 83) study of stude.nt
goals within the adolescent: subculture to be usefuL

Coleman divided

the high school student body's goals into four types:
student,'~

star .. "

0

ubrilliant

the leader in activ:ltiesj" "most popular," and

0

athletic

These goals suggest a comprehensive way of looking at behavior

in a high school, but they ha.d to be considerably modified in order
to be translated into behavioral terms.

For example, "athletic star"

and "leadership in activities" suggested to this writer the behavioral
category of nengagement in activities."

the behavioral category of

0

nBrilliant

academic approach.n

~tudent"

suggested

"Most popular" seemed

t:o be a description that would involve informaJ re.lationshi.ps that
could not be accurately reported by school personnel.

Therefore, no

behavior category was projected to correspond to "most popular.u
man

Cole-

omitted the goals assumed by those who i'..:ehave in negative ways

within the school..

However, this considt::ration was important· to a

study of alienation and behavior.
that of

conduct~

Consequently, a third category,

was created for the purposes of the studya

The three

- cate.gories of be.havior examined by the Facclty Questionnaire a.re, then,
Engagement in Activities, Academic Approacht and Conduct.

__

Conduct
--..............

The

fo~r

statements constructed to describe subjects' conduct

were des.ignHi to allow faculty mere.hers to reflect the degree of
seriousness of a subjects mfoconduc t in terms of the school ts dis::iplirnry
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reactions to that misconduct.

The first statement described a well

behaved subject, or one who-had "no behavior problems."

The second

statement described a subject whose discipline problems are handled in
the classroom, that is, a subject with

0

mild behavj.or problemso ''

The

third statement described a. subject who was sent to the office and

may have been suspended once, or. a subject with "definite beh;;vior
problems.n

The fourth statement described a subject who was suspe.nded

more than once, or a subject with "extreme behavior_problems."

Although all five of the faculty members felt that the items of
this category were self explanatory, the teachers and counselors were
unsure of many of their responses.

Therefore, only the descriptions

selected by the vice-principal were used.

The writer believed the

exclusive use of the vice-principal 1 s responses was reasonable because
he handles all discipline problems that are sent to the office, and he
keeps himself informed of other problems of misconduct.
A number of authors have associated ali.enati.on with behaviors

which bring the individual into conflict with authority.8

Dorn.'s

(41, p.534) studyi in particular, must be taken seriously, because be
offered empirical evidence that alienation is ass9ciated with delinquency.

Dorn studied the degree of alienation of institutionalized

delinquents, of non-in.st:i.tutionalized deJ.inquents, and of nondel:Lnquents..

He found that the non-institutionalized delinquent group

was definitely more alienated than the other two groups.

The institu-

tionalized delinquents were m.ore alienated than the non-delinquents ..
8p o~.... EAB-~
.~- ~... 1'.:'Ics see Bernstein (Lt2)
, , Dorn ( 4L~)
and Keniston (4).

J

Go J.d ( 36 ) , Adler ( 37 ) ,
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Dorn.'s findings suggested that the common association between alienation and norm-violating behaviors may be ·more than an intuitional
assumption.

In line with Dorn's findings, it was expected that highly

alienated subjects in this study would display more serious discipline
problems than those of lower alienation.
Engagement i.n

Ac~tivities

The four statements constructed to describe activi.ties were
designed to draw from faculty members an est:lmate of the degree of
subjects' involvement in activities and, also, some indication. of
· whether a subject engaged primarily in sports or other extra-curricula.r
activit:i.es.

The fact that only one subject was de.scribed as active in

sports only made the goal of divtding subjects according to their
preference fer sports or other extra-·curricular activities impossible

to achieve..

However, responses to the statements did reflect the

degree to which subjects were observed to engage in activities.
The statements, as constructed and used, then, designated three

degrees of involvement.

The first statement descri.bed a subject who

was not involved in activities, or an ttinacti·ve" subject.

The second

and third statements, which wer3 considered togethersi described subjects -v.rho engaged exclusively in sports or other extra-curricular

activitie.s, or the Hmodera.tely active'' subj ec.ts.

The. fourth statement

described subjects who engaged in both sports and other extra-curricular
activities, that is, the nvery active subje.cts.u

The vice-principal did not describe subjects in this
a.nd the teachers described m1ly a few subjects' activ:i.ti.es o

category~

Therefore,
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only the descriptions of subjects engagement in activities selected by
the counselors w·ere of usz in the study.,

Consequently, the study relied

on the counselorsY very general knowledge of subjects' activities which
they have gained in rather indirect, rather than direct ways.
Several studies.suggested some expectancies concerning the
alienated individual's engagement in

activitiE~s.

For example, Bell

(43, pp.109-110) found that subjects with hi.gh anomie tended to parti-

cipate in i.nf ormal and formal groups less frequently than did those
who were low on anomie.

Keniston (17, p.331) found that his extremely

alienated college students tended to prefer the spectator role in
their extracurricular activities.

Gould (!;It, p. 48) found liia ,3lienatcd

subjects to be more conforming in small groups, but they did not
engage other group membe.rs as frerpJently

a,;-~

did those wi.th J.o·w alien·-

These studies suggested that the alienated might engage in

ation.

activities less frequently than those of lower alienation, and that
when they do engage in. activities, they do so in a passive role.
Academic_!p.£!~ach

The four statements constructed for the category of Academic
Approach

wt..~re

de.signed to eli.cit from f acu.l ty members some indication

of the degree to which the -subjects attempt to do well academically,
and the dE;gree to which the subjects prefer to work individually or
with groups..

However, the teachers, whose descripti.ons were ust:!d,

inte:rpreted the phrase "individual assignments and projects" to mean,
not only work done individually,, but work done for extra credit.

The
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phrase "class discussion and group projects," then, was interpreted by
them to mean the regular work assigned to the whole class.9

In spite of the misinterpretation of the statements, the goal of
eliciting indications of subjects' motivation to do well academically

was accomplished.

One statement, in the terms understood by the

teachers, described a subject who does not do well at regular or extra

work, or a "poor student.u

An.other statement described a subject who

does well in regular work only, or a "good student .. u

A third statement

described a subject who does well in regularly assigned work and who
also does extra work, that ·is a "very good student .. n

The remaining

statement described a subject who does extra work but does not do well
i.n regularly assigned work.

r:ot de.scribe any subject,.

teacher.

Thus~

As would seem 1ogica1.:t this statement did

ar.~d,.

therefore., war: not used by either

the teachers used three of the statements to describe

the degree to which the subjects engage the ednc.at:lonal process of
their social science classes.
The teachers' descriptions of subjects' academic approach w·ere the

only ones used in the study for two reasons..
did not describe subjects' academic approach*

~First,

the vice-principal

Second$) the ~ounselors

described the academic approach of subjects by inference from their
e.xperiences with them in interviews and not from. observation of
subjects' study or classroom behavior.

It seerued reason;;.1ble to use

only the teachers' descriptions, even though they descr:i.bed behavior
in only

0118.

class :t becc<.use they were able to select descriptions on

9see thi! statements under Academic Approach, Appendix C.
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the basts of direct observation.

Also, it should be noted that each

subject was described by only one teacher, since each teacher descri.bed

only those subjects who attended h:i.s class.
The literature reviewed for this study ha.s offere.d little infor-

mation from which expectations of the academic perfonnance of the
alienated could be drawn.

Struening found alienated ind:i.vi.duals among

many groups of various academic levels, and Keniston and Gould found
highly alienated individuals i.n college populations.

The range of

samples studted by these authors would suggest that the academic
abilities of the alienated may va.ry widely.

Yet, the possib:ilit:ies

that the ali~nated tend to isolate themselves from others in their
academic efforts, or that.they might perforrr. poorly because of resistance to the c:mthority of the teacher have ] e<l the wrJter to expect the

alienated, in high school populations, to be less academically able, as
a group, than those with less alienation.

VI..

SWu.'1.ARY OF STUDY METHOD

The forty-two subjects of the study were male, senior students

at

Benson Polytechnic High School who attended two required social

science cla.sses,

The faculty members who described their behaviors

were their two social science teachers, two counselors, and the viceprincipal.

The <l.im of the study was to examine the relationshi.ps between

the subjects' degree of alienation and their behaviors in three areas
of school life as described by school personnel.

The subjects' scores

on tilE! :tb.ttiple Alienation Hensu:re we,re used. to determine thei.r degree

'•3
of alienation..

The

subjects~

for purposes of con1parison, were divided

into three. groups whose members were those whose scores were. in a

common third (hi.ghest, middle, or lowest) of the sample's range of
scores on the MAM.

Each subject was described

9Y

one teac.her in terms ·

Of whether (1) he neglected. 1his studi-es, (2) completed required studies,

or (3) did. requtred work and ·also extra work&

Each subject was de.scribErl

by one counselor i.n terms of whether he (1) does not participate in

activities, (2) participates in either sports or other

extra·-curricula~r

activities, or (3) participates in both sports and other extra-·cu·rricular

activities.

Additionally, each subject was described by the vice-

principal in terms o.f whethe·r (1) he did not have discipline problems t

(2) had problems only in class, (3) had problems that resulted in. being
sent to the off ice and possibly one

~uspension,

result:i.ng in more than one $USpension.

or (4) had

prohle~s

The descr:i.bed behaviors of

the alienation groups were _compai;ed in the manner

present~d·

in the

following cha.pte1· to determine the existence, .i.f any, of relati.onshj_ps
be,~ween

these·behaviors and the degree of alienation of a subjecta

CHAPTER III
FINDINGS
The use of the Faculty Questionnaire to describe degrees of
engagement in activity, of academic effort, and o.f the seriousness of
misconduct made possible the determination ·of the significance of

behavioral differences among_alienation groups by use· of chi-square
tests.

Each descriptive statement was assigned a word or phrase which

reflected a degree of observed behavior.

Specifically, the words and

phrases were, for Engagement in Activities:

active,tt and

0

t'inactive, 0 "moderately

very active;tt for Academic Approach:

npoor student,"

"goo9- student,H and nvery ·good student;n. for Conduct:
problem,~'·

"no behavior

"mtld behavior problem, n "definite behavior problem, 11 and

"extreme behavior

problem~"·

The behaviors of the alienation groups were compared in terms of
the three categories in Tables I, II, and. IV.

Also 5 the subgroups

comprised of those subjects described as inactive in each alienation
group were compared in Ta.blc:.s III and V wi.th respect to Ace.Elemic
Approach and
that

i~3,

Conduct~

Th•::. d.efin:ition of two other sets of subgroups!)

involved students and the well beha\red, was possible, but

only the subgroups described as inactive of fen:"?.d observable d.if f erences
in behavior i.n the two :remaining categories.

subgroap was the only one examined.

Therefore, the "inactive''
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The findings of the study were discussed in four sections begin-

ning with a presentation of the distribution of ¥.AM scores, followed by
sections concerni.ng behaviors in the order of the categories on the

Faculty Questi.onna:i.re.

The ihact"ive subgroups were compared in the

sections dealing with Academic Approach and'Condu.ct, that is, the two
remaining categories of behavior.
I.

DISTRIBUTION OF MAM SCORES

The distribution of MAM scores (see Figure 1) was very nearly a
norma;l one.

The possible range of scores was f rorr.i 20 to 11+0 points.

The range of the study's distribution. was froni 53 to 107 points.
mean score was 77.5, and the median score was 76.5.
bution showed a sli.ght posttive skew.

three alienation groups as follows:

The

Thus, the distri-

The subjects were

div5~ded

into

9 subjc"!cts whose scores were in

the upper third of the range,·16 subjects whose scores were in the
middle third of the

range~

and 17 subjects whose scores

W(~re

in the

l.ower third of the range.

ZD"Jr
..-(,1 rI ._':) /C• t •
I

ro"7ct
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The positive skew of the distribution was slight compared to

the positive skew obtain.eel by Gould (5, p.37) from a distribution of
the MAM scores of 429 male, university psychology students.

10

The

di.ff erence betwP-en Gould's distribution and the present one was
significant at the .05 level~

The value of Z necessary to demonstrate

significance was 1. 6l~, whereas, the value of Z obtained by a one-tail-

test was 6.07.

Although other factors might account for this d:J..fference,

the writer believed that it demonstrated that fewer alienated high
school males, like those at Benson, go on to college.

II.

ENGAGEMENT IN ACTIVITIES

The study revealed no signif i.cant re.lationsh:i.p ·between aLtenation
and the counselors 1 descriptions of subjects• involveme.nt in act.i.v:tties.
A chi-square test for the .. 05 level of si.gnificance was applied to the

figures presented in Table I.

A chi-square value of 9. !+88 was needed

to demonstrate significance, but the test 'Ta.lue of the table was only

4.279, much below that needed for significance.
However, it should

be

noted that the majority of subjects in all

three ali.enati.on groups were described as being innctive.

This sug-·

gested the possibility that the reasons for attending Benson, (to
obtain vocational and technical training in

an

all male school) may

reduce the importance. of act:tvities for the majority of Benson students ..

Although there was no statistically significant: difference among
the alie.nati.on groups in counselors' perceptions of their involvement in

lOGould's (5, p.37) distribution showed a mean score of 63.8 and
a med::Lan score of 61, witll a. standard devl.a:ti.cn of 14 a 3.
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TABLE I
ALIENATION AND ENGAGEMENT IN ACTIVITIES
AS DESCRIBED BY COUNSELORS_

Alienation Group, Numbers of Subjects, and
Per-cent. of Alienation Group·

Degree of
Observed

Behavior
High

Moderate

Low

Aliena.tfon

Alienation

Alienation

numbex ·

per ,cent

number

per cent

number

per c.ent

Inactive

6

(67)

11

(69)

9

(53)

Moderately
Active

1

(11)

3

(19)

7

(41)

Very Active

2

(22)

2

. (12)

1

( 6)

(100)

17

(100)

----Totals

9

16

(100)

to be described as moderately ac.tive-more often than the subjects of
the other two alienation groups.

They were.also inclined to be described

as inactive less often than the subjects of the other two groupsa

LA

subjects, then, tended to be seen as more active i.n terms of moderate
activi.ty ..

11

This tendency, although very-slight, conforms to the

expectation that alienation is relatE:d to avoidance of activity engagement in extra-curricular activities.
The per centage f igure.s showed a greater j_rrc1ina.tion of HA
subjects to be described c.rn ·inactive or very a.ctive, and a lesser

tendency to be described as moderately active.

In other words, the

alienated were prone to be <hiscri.bed by t:h.e .f-::xtreme statements..

However,

11As explained previously LA refers ·to low alienation, MA to
5
moderate aU.en?-ti.ons and HA t.:0 h:tgh a.lienati.o~~
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a ·change in description of only one cf the two HA subjects described
as very activ~~ would elim:!.nate the apparent tendency of the group to
fall into extremes.

This te.ndency was mentioned only because it

seemed to correspond to a similar tendency in the teachers' descriptions
of the Academic Approach of the alienated.
!IL

ACADEMIC APPROACH

Again, as with Engagement in Activitles, there appears to be no
significant relationship between alienation and descriptions of the

degree of subjects' involvement in social science studies.

A chi-

square test for the .05 level of significance was applied to the
figures for Academic Approach shown in Table II.

A total chi-square

value: of 9.488 needed to demonstrate a significant relationship.
However,. the figure in Table II indicated a inclination for H.A
subjects to be described as either very good students or as poor
students.

Whereas no HA.

subjl~ct

was described as a good student 1

31~~

of the HA. group and 29% of the LA group were described as good
students~

Thi.s tendency for HA subjects to be described i.n extremes as

students appeared to correspond with a similar

t(~ndenc.y

for HA ts to

be de.scribe.d in extreme of Engagement in Ac tivi.ties, as was ment-.toned
in the previous section.•

Also, among the subjects of thj_s sarnple, those of low alienation
were less likely to be described as poor students than were either the
· ¥...A.' s or HA' s.

The l'.tA group appeared similar to the HA group, except

that 'Ml\. . '~ were not descr:!.bcd in

e::ct?."en:~.s,

The figures for the I..A group
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TABLE II
ACA1)1'"MIC APPROACH· IN SOCIAL SCIENCES

CLASS AS DESCRIBED BY TEACHERS
Degree of
Obser..red

Alienation Group, Numbers of Subjects, and
Per-cent of Aliet;iation Group

Behavior

Low

Alienation

Moderate
Alienatfon

number

pe:t cent

number

per cent

number

per cent

Poor Student.

3

(33)

5

(31)

3

(18)

Good Stu.dent

0

CO)

5

(31)

5

(29)

·very Good
Student

6

(67)

6

(38)

9

(53)

Totals

9

(100)

16

(100)

17

(100)

Hi.gh

indicated a slight

likeli~ood

Alienation

for Lhese subjects to be seen as more

involved students than the subjects of the other two groups..

Thus, only

the I . A group tended to confirm the expectation that high alienation

would be associated with poor academic performance. ,
The tendency of teachers .to perceive. the alienated in extremes

continued to be apparent when the. Academic Approach of only those
subjects who were d.escribe:d .i by counselors as inactive was . considered,

as in Table III.

Considering per centage figures only, it was found

that inactive HA subjects .·w·ere described in extremes in the same way

that all HA subjects v/ere d.e~cribed.

Elimination of the active subjec.ts,

however, revealed changes i;n. the percentages of MA and LA subjects ~s
described by the various statements.

For instance, j_nac.tive LA subjects

were more frequently described as "good students and less frequently as
upoor students,•• or nve:cy goo.a students n than. were all LA subjects.
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TABLE III
ACADEMIC APPROACH
OF UNINVOLVED
SUBJECTS
Degree of
Observed
Behavior

Alienation Group,. Num.bers of Subjects, and
Per-cent of Alienation Group

Modera.te
Alienation

High
Alienation

I.ow
Alienation

per cent

number

per cent

number

per cent

Poor Student

2

(33)

5

(45)

1
..L

(11)

Good Student

0

( 0)

3

(27. 5)

4

(44. 5}

4

(67)

3

(27.5)

l~

(44 .. 5)

numbe.r

Very Good

Student

-----.
Totals

6

(100)

·----

(100)

11.

(100)

9

Also, inactive MA subjects were more frequently described as poor
students and less frequently as good or very good students than were
all MA subjects.

Apparently, there was less of a tendency for i.nactiv-

ity to be associated with involvement in the educational process for
HA subjects than for both J.v'"u\ and LA subje.ctso

The MA subjects showed

the more intense tendency to be de.scribed as poor students when also

described as not involved i.ft activities.

Inactivity appeared to be

associated,, thenj with a gn!ater inclinatfrm to be described as poor

students for the 111'.i. group and with a -greater tendency to be de.scribed

as good students (rather

th~n

very good or:poor

stude~ts)

group;. whereas descriptions for the HA group did i;10t

for the LA

change~
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IVo

CONDUCT

The vice-principal rs descriptions of the disciplinary reactions
of the school to subjects' misconduct is presented in Table IV.

A

significant positive relationship between poor conduct and alienation
in this sample was apparent, .in these f:t.gures.
applied~

significance at the • 05 level was

A chi--square test for

·l'he c.hi.-square value

needed to establish significance was 12.592,· and the total value of
the table was 18.0099, well .over that needed to demonstrate a signifkant positive relationship between high alienation and serious

TABLE IV
CO~"'DUCT

Degree of
Observed
Behavior

DF~SCRIBED

AS

BY THE VICE-PRINCIPAL

Ah.enation Group, Numbers of

Per-cent of Alienation

High
Ali.enation.
number

Subjects~

Low

Moderate

- Al:.Lenati.on

pe~·

cent

number

and

Gr~up

Alienation

per cent

number

per cent

No behavior
. Problem

2

(22)

0

( 0)

l

( .,6)

0

( 0)

2

(13)

0

( 0)

2

(22)

7

(43. 5)

0

( O)

Behavior
Problem

5

(56)

7

(1~3. 5)

16

(94)

Tota.ls

9

(100)

16

17

(100)

Mild Behavior,

Problem
Def :tnite

Behavior
Probler,:i
Extreme.

x2
p

18.009

(100)
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discipline problems amon_g .the. subj ec:.ts of th:i.s sample..

This finding

was in the direction expected i f credibility is given to theories which
state that norm violati.ng behaviot" is frequently part of the alienation
process ..

The sig11if icance of this f inding.. .;was · pr~~i::7y·,~d ~1.!1.~~,;..9~·~Y subJest;~:, ·. ·· · ·
described as inactive were. considered..

Hov.~ever !i

some changes were

noted. . For instance, inactj_ve HA' s and LA' s we.re very slightly less
well behave.cl than were ·all HA' s and LA' s.

On thf! other hand, MA' s

showed a greater tendency to be less well behaved than all MA subjec.ts.

TABLE V
CONDUCT OF INACTIVE SUBJECTS
Degree of
Observed
Behavior

Alienation Group, Numbers of Subjects, and
High
Alienation

Moderate
Alienation

Low
Alienation

number

per cent

number

per cent

number

1

(17)

:o

( O)

1

(11)

Problem

0

( 0)

-2

(18)

0

( O)

Definite
Behavior
Problem

2

.03)

6

(55)

0

{ O)

Behavior.
Problt;;m

3

(50)

3

(27)

8

(89)

, Totals

6

(100)

11

(100)

9

(100)

No Behavior
Problem

per c.ent·

Mild Behavior

Extreme

x2

...

p

<:..~

12.652
~ 05

. '"-"c~i:
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Among all Y.ll\•s, 43.5% were de.scribed as well behaved, whereas among
inactive MAts, only 27% were described as

w~ll

Inactivity,

behaved.

therefore, was associated to some extent with greater disci,pline

problems for all groups:; but especially for. the MA

V.

group~

SAMPLE LIMITATIONS

The sample of this study is a select one in a number of .ways.

First, the subjects were all boys.

Second, they were all students

who had been motivated to apply to attend Bensona
those who were accepted at Benson.

Third, they were

The third consideration was

important because Benson, by its entry

requirements~.

screens out many

students with histories of ·severe discipline problenu3.

Consequently,

generalization of: the £in<ling's to mo:r:e heter0gent:.uus pupulai:io1.:.s

cannot be made with confide.nee.

Similar studies should be conducted

with random samples of adolescent populations

in

order to check the

reliability of the tendencies and significarit· findings of the study.
VL , SUMMARY OF FHIDINGS

A positive relatlonship between the ck:gree of alienation and the

seriousness of disciplinary problems was
ship found.

thi:~

only significant relation-·

No significant relationships were found betweeµ the degree

of alienation and the degree of involvement in activities, or in the
degree of involvement in soci.al scie.b.ce studies~

However, the figures

for the LA group, as compared to the figures for the other two groups,
tended~

very

slightly~

to confirm the

expectat~ons

that alienation was
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positively related to avoidance of

activitie~

and poor approaches.to

academic studies,,
Some aclditi.onal tendencies were apparent in the data.

First, the

alienated tended to be described by the extreme statements in terms of
Engagement in Activities and

Acade~ic Approach~

Second, the inactive

HA subjects tended to be described the same as all HA subjects, where.as
inactivity appeared to be associated with poorer approaches to social
science studies for the other two alienation groups£

Third, inactivity

appeared to be slightly associated with p';orer conduct for all alienation

groups, but especially for the MA group4
It was found that the subjects of this study were. significantly

more alienated than the sample of college students tested by Gould&
That finding suggested to the. writer that hi.gh alienation may be

associated with failure to.attend college, although many other factors
could have been involved.

CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSIONS AND THEORY
In the introduction to this study, some theoretical concepts concerning the process of alienation were presented.

The authors who dealt

with social forces seemed to be saying that alienation grows from social

forces that tend to hinder the individual in achieving a sense of self
that is recognized by and integrated

which he develops and lives.

witl~

the social str·ucture within

Identity was defined as that state in

which the individual had integrated his various selves with one another
and with his social worldi either wholely or partially.

The writer

presented the theory that alienation is a state of tension that make2
evident one's lack of identity by expressions of certain feelings and
attitudes such as those measured by the }t..\}L

An individual at tempts to

reduce the tension of alienation through adaptive measures that may
be reflected in the behaviors with which he meets his social s:i.tuati.on.
Some of the. adaptive measures that were suggested were:

the development

of negative identity through norm violating behaviors, the development

of individual identi.ty through extreme individuality, the escape from
social problems of identity into mental iJ.lness, or the behaviors that
serve to est:a.blish healthy, pos:Ltive identity.

Thus, the ·wri.ter felt

that behaviors designed to reduce alienation tension, if successful,
move the indi.vidual in the directi.on of the. integration of selves into

a socially recognized identity, whether that identity is socially
approved or disapproved.
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The following paragraphs presents the w·Titer's theory of the
alienation process with an elaboration of the possible types of a.da.ptations that may result from alienation tension.

Subsequent sections

relate the findins of this study to the theo.ry presented.
Nathan Adler (37) presented a theory of what he called the
antinomian personality.

Like Keniston, A<ll.e·r saw the origins of the

antinomian personality in the ra.pid changes taking place in society.
He felt that changes confuse the :tndividua.l i.n his effort to assume
roles.

Adler (37 1 p.329) stated that:

When roles lose their congruence, when the world's responses
are no longer reliable and contradict tht! individual's expectations, specific behaviors emerge as an attempt .to maintain
an optimal degree of arousal or act:Lvatione
He (37, p.330) went on to state that an individual needs responses fr.om
the world that tend to validate the self, and he mainta:lned that th8
present world is too unstable to provide such validation..

Apparently,

Adler, again like Keniston, found the cona1t1nns of society to be such
that the establishment of identi.ty is diff ie:nlt.

The antinomian

personality attempts adjustmEmt to his state by seeking stimuli in a
"rage for order" designed to
society.

Conversely,

Ad1F~~r

engago:.~

lost boundary po:i.nts in self and

fE:lt tlt.:.:ti: the

<.~.nt:Lno:.n.ian

personality

might also seek to escap.e a.11 st:1.1T1u.l:t, an ·a.dju£:.ta:ent tJi.at was, in the
opinion of th:Ls wr:i.ter 1 a move into apathy.

.A,dler (37,. p. 330) stated

that the. individual, unable to effect self-d,:;.term:Lnation, responds i;.1it.h

the opposites of inertia or hype.ract:ivity.
Adler 1 s theory resembled the theory
In

stumnary~

prE.•sentc~d by

:.in unstable world offers 1-nsuffic.:teat.

th:i.<:;; t-iriter.

fe.<~dbad:

and rccogni--
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tion to the peculiarities of the individual. . The individual does not
develop an identity that is ccngruent with his society.

He responds to

the tension of h:ls lack of identity with adjustment reactions.

At

this point Adler (37, pp.330,337) diverges from this writer's theory
because he was concerned with a specj_al case of problems in identity,
the hippie character type, er the antinomian personality..

He presented

the antino1nian in personality as one whose adjustment reactions have

failed to establish identity with some existing aspects of society.
He presented the outcome of this failure as an adjustment that brings
about opposition to external orde.rs through an asserti.on of internal
impulse and desire which establishes an order, an identity based

upo~

some principle generated within the self wHhout reference to its

This writer felt that Adler's account of the process that produces
the a.ntinomian personality is a description of the process of aienaticn
carried to one of its possible ultimate co!1clusions.

It is possible

that the "rage for order" can bring the individual into contact with
social elements that may make possible the establishment of a degree
of identity that can reduce the tension of alienation to the extent

that the process is arrested short: of the antinomian personality.
lk>wever, of special interest to thi.s study was Adler's assertion

that the c:mti.nomian personality seeks adjustment through extremes of
be.hav1.or) tha.t is, through the e.xtravagant,

E~nergetlc

expenditure of

e.nergy in the exploration of self-in-environment, or through the

avoidance of all stimuli through apathy..
<lesi:r:i.pt5-011. was nne of a

d-esperat~,

The impression left by Adler's

j_r!tense. e.ttempt to make. !:ensc of
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existence. in terms of identity with· some order ·within the society, or,
on the other hand, an equally desperate attempt to achieve peace at the

price of isolation from the struggle for identity.

This writer believed

that the need to reduce alienation tension would lend intensity to the
attempts to adjust» and that this intensity, in term, would lead to
extreme forms of adjustive

behaviors~

The extremes of adaptive b·ehaviors presented by Adler resembled
some concepts related
by Erik Erikson.

to

the process of identity format:i.on as presented

Erikson (12, ppo80-81) spoke of an aessential whole-

ness" in which the parts of· an individuai and his world, no matter
how diverse, have some workable organiza.tion ~

When this wholeness j_s

lost, the individual, as an emergency reaction, may restructure. his

world so that a part of his organization becomes emphasized in a
totalistic way.

Wholenss implies an abil:i.ty to allow all pa.r·ts to

relate, totalism demands that parts outside be left outside, those
inside must be left in.side.

Thus, a part of existence in society

must serve a.s the whole identity.

Thj_s writer felt that the "rage for

order" accompanied by hyperactivity, as conceptualized by Alder, is
likely to lead to totalisti.c solutions to problems of identity because
the hyperactivity reflects an intense need to reduce the tensions that
grow from the. lack of a socfo.lly recognized and engaged, integrated
set of selves or

identity~

An intense embrace of a partial solution

to the identity problem, :i.n this writer's theory, can reduce the tensi.ons to the extent that the process stops short of the formation of

the antinomian personality.
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Erikson presented another possible ada.ptation to problems of
identity through his theory of negative identities.

Erikson (12, PP•

172-176) stated that, when the social order offers no means to assume
positi.ve identities» the individual may strive to be the opposite of

what society appears to expect, or to be no--one at all.

He described

negative identities as "desperaten attempts to re.gain mastery when
positive identities within society are unavailable to the individual
through his own means.

The·identity crisis of adolescence, according

to Erikson (12, pe88) often results i.n the totalistic assumption of the

identity of nothingness, rather than in a contl.nu8d struggle with
identity confusion that t::.:Lght result in a positive iqentity.

Adler's

description of the individual who n:;solves identity problems by
avoi.dlng a.11 stimuli appe.axed to the wrH:e~-r- to be. related to Ti'rikson ~ s

assertion that nothingness can be a solution to identity confusion.
This writer believes that the nrage for order" can result in what
Erikson calls negative identities, either passive or active in nature,

or i.n positive identities of a totalistic, partial nature ..

Adler and Erikson appeared to start their. theories from the same
point, that is, from. a concept of a tension that grows from difficulties
in the establishment of identity.

Adler has observed that some fall

into apathy, or, to thi.s •;..Titer, a solution through assumption of
nothi.n.gner~s

ind:i.v:lduals.
struggh~

as identity.

He also remarks on the hyperacti•tity of other

The writer undet'stood the hyperactivity as a c.ont:lnu:f.ng

to achieve positive identity th2t may end in the assumption

of a partia.l, posit1_ve i.<lt.:ati ty that beeomes a totalistic solution, or
~n

a negative identity that also may be a t6talistic solution.

A
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wholistic, flu:ld identity would probably not be possible as an outcome
of hyperactivity withi.n the -same social order that created the conditions for identity problems in the first placet unless the essentials
of identity formation that were lacking were

added~

Alienation was, then, presented as a set of feelings that express
the presence of tensions growing from problems in the establishment of
identity.

The theory of the process of alienation inv·ob.red social

forces that hinder the establishment of identity in the individual, the
individual's state of tension, and the individual's atte.mpts to adjust
this tension.

The adjustive reactions, which in

turn~

affec:t society,

are seen 1n terms of hyperac.ti.vity that may establish partial, totalistic· identities, either positive or negative, or a lapse into apathy,
tnar: is, r:ile assumption of the negative identity of nothingness.
The theory presented

abow~

lended itself to some interpretations

cf the behaviors of the Harvard College sophmores who were studied by
Keni.ston (17, p.331).

Keniston remarked that these students" ••• pursue

their intellectual interests with such single-minded dedication that
they almost completely disregard the conventi.onal disti.nction between
1

work' and tgoofing off' made by most of their classmates."

He

observed that these alienated students became "totally 2.bsorbed" i.n
intellectu.8.1. work that touched a deep or personal "symbolic chord. u

On the. other hand, the alienated students tended to avoid responsibilities, to prefer the role of detached observer in extra-curricular
activities t c..nd to be hesitant to

COiilli.1.it

then1selves to pursuits other

thn.r; those involving only t:heir ov.m peculiar, personal
~;ii.cil

interests~

pushed into posi ti.ons of x:esponsf'ui.U.ty., vi' when faeed with
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conflict, ·they te.nded to escape by leavi.ng on a walk or a leave from
sc:hool, sometimes of several years duration.
In the context of the theory presented above, the intellectual
role of these students were understood as a totalistic, positive
identity, grasped with an i.ntensity, gt·owing from the need to reduce
alienation tension,. and resulting from hyperactive explorations of
boundaries undertaken in earlier school years.

The tendency of these

students to avoid commitments to· other ways of functioning can be
understood, also, in terms of their reliance upon a totalistic identity.
A total, partial identity, because it is embra.ced with intensity, will

narrow the range of social functioning within which the alienated
student may be comfortable.

When society demands that the alienated

function in ways not related to his partial identity, he may experi.enee
increased alienation tension.

It appeared that Keniston's Harvard

students whc are highly alienated, handled the problem of a nar:!ow
identity by maintaining so!11E! safety against being pushed into modes of
functioning other than those related to the intellectual role.

When

faced with unavoidable demands to function in ways not related to
their part.ial

identity~

they tended to handle their increased tensions

by simply escaping from thf2. situation...

This Turiter felt that Keniston's observations of the characteristics cf a.Jienated Hm.:verJ students were e.vidence of the plausi.bi.lity

of the theory of the alienation process presented in this chaptere
However i

the! theory itself hinged on the ussert:ion that ali.enation was ,..,-

an outgrowtn of problems tn the format.ion of i.dentj_ty.
i~l.t.:.:i:n u~s;

Gould 8.nd

have completed a p:lE:ce of research that lends some evidence
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They e~rnr.iined the identification of a number of

to that assertion.

college women with their mothers, and they confirmed a hypothesis
that girls with high alienation have identified less with their
mother.s than ha:ve girls with low alienation.

This study, although it

considE:.rs only a narrow aspect of identity formation, did tend to

support the theory that alienation was a. result of problems in the
formation of identity.

Also,, two of Keniston's observations (4, pp.98,

130-134), that the alienated see their fathers as distant

a~d

that

they evidence problems of sexual identity, would support the possib:Uity

that alienation is associated with problems of identity.
The aspects of the theory presented that were important to the
findings of this study were. the tendencies of the alienated to adjust
iu Lenus of apathy, or in terms of tota15.stic, part:f.al identi.ty:: and

the tendency of the alienated to show hyperactive behavior designed to
explore the boundaries of possible identity formation.

The findings

of this study were interpreted via these theoretical aspects of adjust-

ment to alienation.

I,.
The f in<l.i.ngs

pr2sen~~ed

CONDUCT

in Tables IV and V, that thf'. alienated

subjects of the study tended to experi.ence. more discipline problems
was

expE~ctetl,

not only on t!-rn bas:i.s of theory and general observation

as ou.tlin2d in the
in thi.s er.apter.

introduction~

but on the basis of the theory prese.nted

If the teni::d.on of alienation leads to hyper.activity

designed to e.nga.ge the selves of the indi.vidual :i.n intimate contact
";;i th

points c-f

~.he

.society lllat could br.·lng the integration of some
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identity, then the relationship of alienation to discipline problems
can be understood as evidence of a greater need on the part of the
altenated to find themselves by testing the limits of their school
environment.
In the context of th:i.s study, the LA' s appeared to need ve-=y

little testing behaviors..

The MA's appeared to be satisfied with a

test of limits that result in one suspens:lon!t or trip to the office, at

most.

However, a larger proportion of the HA's seemed to need to test

limits to, and beyond the point of being suspended more tl.i.an once.

The greater intensity of the testing behavior of the alienated
was understood to be a result of a need to reduce alienation tension, a
"rage for order" to put it in Adler's terms.

The findi.ngs of the

study, then, seemed to confi.rn.1 an assertion that alienation is as so-

ciated with behaviors that bring the indi.vidual into conflict with the
values of authority.
The finaings concerning conduct did not, in themselves, suggest
an answer to the question of whether or not conflict with school
authority does bring about reduction of alienation tension.

However,

if in the process of conflict, the subject experiences confirmation of
his i.dent:i.ty as a trouble·-maker, he would e.xperience reduction of

tension according to the theory presented in this chapter.

that

HA~s

The fact

use more testing behaviors might indicate that these behav-

iors do not result in sufficient reduction of alienation tension, or
that thC:y do result 1.n tensj_on reducing negative identities that must

be

mci.:Lntair:~ed"

The figures concerning the academic approach of subjects
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did suggest some ways in which the alienated may succeed in reducing
alienation tension within their school experience.
II.

ACADEMIC APPROACH

Each of the two teachers described their HA students as either
very good or poor students, as were show11 in Tables II and III.

On

the other hand, they described the LA and HA subjects as "good," npoor,"·
and

0

ve.ry good."

Alienated students then are described by their teachers

as being intensely involved students or intensely uninvolved students.
This finding can be interpreted as a manif e.sta.tion of the need of the

alienated to reduce alienation tension by

adopti~n

of a

partiRl~

totalistic identity. as a good student or to reduce alienation ·c:e.nsion
by going to t.h0. other extre;r•e,

th~t

i.s

)I

~.do!_1t:i.ng

a negative

ident~:ty

or an apathy, with regard to the educational processes of these classes.
The HA subjects seemed to avoid the

moderately involved students.

c~1oice

of functioning as

To function as a moderately involved

student may not have afforded the identity needed to reduce alienation
te.nsi.on..

Their behaviors in the classrooms can be seen, then, from

the standpoi.nt of

t~o

choices.

First,. about a third of the HA subjects

chose t.o reduce ali.enation tension. by a.voiding the student role in
these

cl~sses-

Second 1 the ot11er two-thirds appeared to reduce alien-

ation tension by e!'lbraci.ng the student role with an intensity that couli
result in the establ:i sbrnent

a totalistic, partial identification

as very goad social science· student.

less ali.enaticn tension,

appe~.re<l

The NA' s and LA' s who experience

to be more c.omf or table in the role

of the modr::.r<-1tely involvf:;;.d flt:nd(~nt.

The poor student HA cs might have
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acquired negative identity in the classes, or they might have given
up the st:-uzgle for identity in favor of apathy.

However, the intensity

of their embrace of their adjustments was supported by the finding
that inactivity did not affect their student identtties as it did with
the LA and MA subjects.

III.

ENGAGEMENT IN ACTIVITIES

The findings concern:tng involvement in activities, presented in
Table I, were not easily related to the theory presented ln this chapter.
A slight tendency for Pu\ subjects to be inactive or very active was
detected in the descriptions made by the counselors •. Yet, this
tendency was much too slight to allow an interpretation fo. terms of
apathy, avoidance, or the e.xpress:i.on of speci.al interest

8.S

a total-

istic, partial identity.
Perhaps the statements of the category were much too general to
allow elaboration upon the diverse forms of behavior that can characterize Engagement in Activities.

Classroom behavior and conduct appeared

to be less diverse in nature 1 and were, for that reason, easier to
describ~.

Also, the counselors 1 in

descrihir~g

have lacked the first hand observations

~md

activity behaviors, may

concrete means of inference

that were available to the t.ettchers and the vice-principal j_n terms of
academic approach and conduct descriptions.

The only definitive

statement that can be made concerning the category of involvement in

activities is that the HA's appeared to the counselors to be about as
active as were the other subje.c.ts.
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IV.

SUMMARY

This chapter presented a theory of the alienation process with

which smne of the findings of the study could be related.

The theory

presented e.1ienation as a state of tension, measured in terms. of
feeiings as by the.

MAM~

which grow from dif.ficult:i.es in the establish-·

ment of a \1holisti.c i.dentity that is congruent with the individual's

total society.

The alienation tension leads to hyperactivity designed

to explore the self and society in search for the possibllities for
identity formation

and~

thus, the reduction of alienation tensi.on ..

The hyperactivity may end in the adoption of passive· or active -rejection
of social possibilities for identity, that is, in the adoption of
negative identities.

Ou the other hand the hyperactivity may end in

t.he adoption of some positive i.dentity of a totalistic, partj_als: rather

than wholistic nature.

Since adjustments to feelings of alienation

are designed to reduce tension, they are likely to be intense and
extrerae ..

The tendency of the HA subjects to experience more discipline
probJ.2ms was interpreted as an outcome of intense hype.ra.cti:vity designed
tc bring the J.nd.:Lvi.dual into more intimate contact with the society of

the school and the poss:i.biiities for the establishment of identity
that can reduce alienatio:n tension.

The tendency for HA subjects to

avoid moderation in their

of the educational process of

eng~gcment

their social sciences classes was
to

reduc~

inter~rcted

alienation tension by adopting

tive:i totalistic i.dcntitJ.eo.

in terms of their need

~egative,

apathetic

o~

poei-

The results 0f desc:r.ipt:i.ons of engagement
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in activities was not in·terpreted through theory..

It appeared that

this portion of the study required more S?ecif ic types of information
in order to yield meaningful results.
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APPENDIX A

BENSON POI,YTECHNIC HIGH SCHOOL

Benson High School, in addition to offering a regular high school
program, offers u large number of courses in which a student can acquire
working technical skills.

The technical course offerings are as fol-

lows:
Pre-Engineeri.ng Technology
Architectural Drawing
Mechanical Drawing
Industrial Electronics
Aviation Technology
Communication Electronics
General Pre-Engineering
V0catio11al Techno1.ogy
Automotive Tecbnology
Building Construction
Industrial Electronics, Vocational
Machine Technology
Metal Fabrication
Graphic Arts
Photography
Communications Electronics, Vocational
Foundry Practices
Pattern Practices
Plumbing
Welding
Industrial Plastics
Fluid Power
Although the school emphasizes techni.c.al training, students who attend
Benson are not limited by that fact j_n their choices of career •. Host
prepare themselves for ski.lled jobs on graduation.

However, about 38%

go on to careers requiring attendance at two and four year colleges.
Others go j_nto the armed forces

on

graduation.
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The school employs a full-time jlob placement counselor, who, with
the aid of vocational teachers, keeps abreast of the job market and
helps students to find jobs or to enter apprenticeship programs
commensurate with the skills they have acquired at Benson.

Job place-

ment counseling is offered to graduates as a life-time service.

Benson's

record of placement of graduates in further schooling, the armed forces,
or in jobs has been 100% for several years.
Students enter the Benson program by submitting an application
for acceptance to the program.

Their interests and apptitudes, as

well. as their records oE tardies, absences, and suspensions are ·
weighed by school personnel who must decide whether to accept or
reject the applicant.
to b~ rejected.

Severe discipline problems cause some students

If a student wishes to drop out of Benson, he may

negotiate to return to the high school serving the district
residence.

~f

his

APPENDrx·B
THE MULTIPLE ALIENATION HEAST.JRE

AS MODIFIED BY WRITER
OPINION SURVEY
On these pages are twenty statements of opinions about the world
we live in. It has been found that some people agree with a.11 of these
statements.~ some agree with none of t·hem, and some agree with part of

l1;1hatever you feel abcut these statements; you can be sure that
there are many who share your views.
them.

Follow:i.ng each statement there are listed six possible responses
as follows:
strongly__li.gree____not su!'e but
may agree

.u.gree

not sure but__disagree:._ _____ strongly__

raay not 2grce ·

disagree

Pl.case place a ch2ck mark ( V') in the. blaPk following the response that
states b~st your fe.eli.ng about the st.ateme.u.t:,. For example, if you are
not sure ::c1:- ;:rcu feel about a statement, bur think you di.sagree~ you

would place the check mark as shown iD the sample above.
RE::me.:rrber .t ah:hough the statements may seem alike. in some ways,
they at'c diff erenL Please ·~~onsider each statement separately and
mark a respor1.se. for ea.ch one~ yet work ~~; rapidly as you can ..

Alsc, do not put your name on these pages.
these statements are confidential.

l.

Your responses to

Peurle WJ_ll cto almost anything if the re"m:cd is high enough.

Strongly____ag·rc:.e~ __not fmre but_..__:not sure but__.___disagree_..__strong1y_._
agree
may agree
may not agree
disagree
2.

Most people d.on 't re£1.lize how· much thc:i..r lives are controlled by
plota hatched in secret places.

St:rongiy.,"___ ,_ar;ree____nct sure but
agree
may agree
3

A

I~. sp:.Lte

of

~rhv~t

g~tt·J..~1g ~.t?Grsa.

son1e

pf:.oplc~

not sure but

disagree

may not agre·e.--

strongly

---disagree--

say, tl1e lot of the a-verage man is
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sfrongly__agree__not sure but·
agree
may agree

4.

Success is more depf.mdent on luck than real ability.

strongly__agree__not sure but
agree
may agree

5.

not sure but__disagree._ .._strongly__
may not agree
disagree

not sure but__disagree__strongly__
- .... - . -{i1.£agrce
HUI.. c;_.:,1.t.;i;;;

...

--.-"-

Things are changing so fast these days that one doesn't know what
to expect from day to day.

strongly__a.g-ree__not s1.ire but
agree
may agree

9.

disagree
strongly
--disagree--

Ideas that have no useful or p·r.actical application are of little use
to man.

strongly__agree__,!i-Ot sure but
1ua.y ag;r.;..2

8.

not sure but

may nnt agre;.-

It is usually best to tell your superi.ors and bosses what they
really wa.nt to hear.

strongly___.agree__not ~:mre but
agree
may agree

7.

not sure but
disagree
strongly
may not agree~~
---disagree~-

There is little use in writJ.ng to public officials because they
arenrt really interested in the problems of the average man.

strongly___ag1·ee__not sure but
agree
may agree
6.

not sure but
disagree
strongly
may net agree-~-disagree-~

not sure. but__disagree__strongly__
disagree

may not agree

Nowaczys a person has to live pretty mu.ch for today and let tomorrow
take care of itself.

st·congly___agree
2gree
10. 0-..:tr

c:c~mtry

t.h 1~1r

not sur.e but
may agre.e

not sure but.:__.disagree__.wstrongly__ ,__
may not agree
disagree

ha.s ton many poor peoplP,

v~bo

can do little to raise

.s Un1dar<l of living.

stron.gly·__...z.greE~_ _....,.ot sure but
agree
may agree

not s~re but
disagree
strongly
may not agree--disagree-·~-

11. l''ew people re.ally look forward to their work.
st·;:-ongly_~~·--a.g:rec__not

agree

sure 'but

may agree

not sure but___disagree__strongly___
may not agree

disagree
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12. So many people do things well it is easy to became discouraged.
strongly__~gree__not sure but·
agree
may ag~ee

not sure but
disagree
strongly
may not agree
--disagree--

13 .. In this fast changing world, with so much different information
available, it is difficult to think clearly about many issues.
strongly__agree__not sure but
agree
may agree

not sure but~_disagree~_strongly~may not agree
disagree

14. There are so many ideas about what is right and wrong

these days,

that it is hard to figure out how to live your ovm life •.
strongly__agree~_not sure but
agree
may agree

not sure but__disagree__st!"ongly__

may not agree

disagree

15. It is aJ.most impossible for one person to really understand the
.feelings of another.
strongly__.agree__not sure but
agree
may agree

not sure but~_disagree___strongly~may disagree
disagree

16. These days a. person doesi._1' t really know whom he can count on.
strongly~_agree_~not

agree

sure but
may agree

not sure bu t _ _d isagree__s trongly__
may disagree
disa.gree

17. It's hat:dly fair to bring children into the world with the way

things look for the future.
strongly__~agree~_not sure but
agree
may agree

not sure but__disagree___ strongly__

may disagree

disagree

18. It's hard to figure out whom you can really trust these days.
strongly__.a.gree__not sure but
agre~

may agree

not sure but_·~disagree~_strongly~may disagree
disagree

19. There is not much chance that people will !:eally do anything to
make this country a better place to live in.
str.ongly_~agree__not

agree

sure hut

may agree

not sure but__disagree___strongly__
may dis2gree
disagree

20. The religious organizations of our country have little influence in
rna.king saciety a let '":t!r place to live~
strongly__~_agree____not sttr2 but__not. sure but_~_disagree__strongly___
agree
may agree
may di sagn~e
disagree

APPENDIX C
FACULTY QUESTIONi\iAIRE

Three ~ategories of 'behavior c:.re liste.d below, and each category
contains four descriptive statements. You. will have a numbered list of
Students whose numbers correspond to the numbers given b.elow the
categories.
Please select, for each, student, one statement from each ca.te- ·
gory that best describes that student's behavior in school to the best
of your knowledge. Place the symbols of the resulting three statements
to the right of the student"s number in the same order as the behavior
categories.
If you feel you have no knowledge of a student '·s behavior with
respect to any category, plea.se enter a check ( v) mark in place of a

statement symboL

I.

II.

Involvement in Activl.tie.s

1.

This student is involved in extra-curricular activities but
not in sports.

2.

This student is involved in sports as his only type of extracurricular activity.

3.

This student is involved in sports an.d other extra-curricular
activities.

4.

This student is not involved :i.n sports or extra-curricular
activities.

Academic Approach
A.

Th:ts student participates well in class discussion and group

projects, but does not do well on individual assignments and
projects~

B.

This student do·es w£11 on individual assignments and projects
but does not do well in cLiss discussion and group projects.

C.

This. student does well at both ::Ln '-:lassroom discuss:i.on and

group projects and individual assignments and projects.
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e~lther indiv:i.dual assigmnents
and projects or classroom discuss:i.on and group projects.

D.
III..

Th:ts s.tudent does not do well at

Conduct
W.

This stude.nt is always well behaved.

X.

This student has been a discipline problem that has been
handled entirely in class.

Y.

This student has been a discipline problem and has been
asked to leave the clacsrocm and may have been suspend<;:d once.

z.

This student has been a discipline problem and bas been
suspended more than once.
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